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1. Foreword :  

 

 

 

“A concerted effort to preserve our heritage is a vital link to our 
cultural, educational, aesthetic, inspirational and economic legacies – 
all of the things that quite literally make us who we are.”  

 

Railways in Asansole: Early days 

 
 
It was Saturday, 3rd February 1855, that the first train made its inaugural journey 
between Howrah and Raneegunge, connecting seat of imperial power and port to 
coal fields, and ushering economic development in the region. Railways would 
catalyze and spur coal production in entire coal bearing area covering mines of 
Raneegunge , Giridih, Jharia and Palamu , bringing prosperity and growth in the 
region. Small sleepy villages would be transformed into thriving industrial centers 
accelerating rapid urbanization proving the prophecy of Lord Bacon: 
 
There be three things,‖ says Lord Bacon, ―which make a nation great and 
prosperous, a fertile soil, busy workshops, and easy conveyance for men and 
commodities from one place to another.‖ ―Railways are, assuredly, next to the 
invention of printing, the most powerful instrument of civilization that the ingenuity of 
man has ever devised.‖ 
 
The route to Raneegunge was the experimental line sanctioned by Dalhousie, 
Lieutenant Governor as the original plan of EIR was to lay track between Howrah 
and Delhi, via Rajmahal, following the course of the Ganges, by the route, which is 
now known as the loop line; an interesting case of main line turning into loop line. 
 
Construction of Railways , by East Indian Railway company ,was one of the largest 
infrastructure project ever undertaken in the world those days, which became not 
only a great money spinner for the overseas investors with its smart guaranteed 
returns  but also proved to be a great strategic decision for the Company.  
 
It is interesting to note that first ever use of Railways in rushing military 
reinforcements at the time of  Santhal rebellion took place at Raneegunge only.  
Troops would be rushed from Calcutta to Raneegunge by Rail before being 
dispatched to Dinapore, Allahabad, Cawnpore and other cities during first war of 
independence tilting the balance in favour of East India Company.  Railways proved 
to be a mighty force multiplier as movement of troops and ammunition could be 
done in a same day between Calcutta to Raneegunje, which would earlier take 8 to 
10 days. 
 
 Lord Dalhousie had envisaged that, this Railway scheme would prove 
advantageous in enhancing internal security. It would enable the government to 
bring immediately the ―bulk of its military strength to bear upon any given point‖ to 
an extent that was ―physically impossible‖ at the time.  
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Surprisingly EIR was pioneer in running time tabled goods train, which even now, 
IR is finding difficult to emulate and unable to juggle the fixed schedule of goods 
trains in time tables of coaching trains in routes, highly saturated with regular 
introduction of new coaching trains. 
 
 
One mixed train, consisting of goods wagons and one first class carriage, would 
leave Howrah 8.30 P.M. every night and would reach Raneegunge 6.35 A.M 
everyday, the first incidence of     running time tabled goods train in the world.  
Similarly, in down direction the goods train along with first class carriage would 
start from Raneegunge at 8.30 P.M. every night and would reach Howrah at 7.40 
A.M. 
 
EIR was also operating ferry services  to and fro from Calcutta with matching 
timings for all trains services starting from Howrah, except for mid night trains, for 
the benefit of passengers, one of the early pioneers of intermodal transport service 

in the world. 
 
Rowland Mcdonand Stephenson was the first agent of EIR in India; the company 
office was at 29, theatre Road Calcutta and not at Fairlee, which was office of a 
trading house and much later after the liquidation of the company, it would house 
the EIR, after being acquired in 1879.  From Theatre road, Agent‘s office was 
shifted to Writer‘s buildings Dalhousie Square in 1860s, and it was called East 
India Railway House. 
 
Asansole became centre of Railway operation in the region, eclipsing  Raneegunge, 
the original Rail hub.  It was upgraded to Divisional Headquarter in 1922, 
encompassing the geographical area of present Dhanbad Division. Coal mines and 
Railways transformed Asansol subdivision from wilderness to one of the busiest 
industrial centre of the country. 
 
 EIR provided land and buildings for local schools like St. Patrick, E.R.Boys‘s High 
School, municipality, church and virtually constructed the entire Asansol town. 
Asansole steam loco shed had distinction of being the largest locomotive shop in 
Asia during the period. 
 
Railways not only provided speedy and cheaper mode of transportation for coal but 
were also one of the largest producer and consumer of the coal, setting benchmark 
for production and rate for the industry. Though the coal was discovered in 1774, 
but, production and dispatch of coal from Raneegunge coal fields remained 
sluggish for 80 years, till the Railway tracks were laid in the region.   

 
East Indian Railway Company collieries not only ensured a steady supply of coal 
against the vagaries of market production but also helped the Company to make a 
substantial saving in fuel component of the working expenses, turning EIR into 
most efficient &lowest cost Rail carrier in the country. Average load of goods train 
for EIR was 109 Tonnes, highest in the country. Average profit on each ton per mile 
was 6.672 pies, the highest amongst all Rail companies in India. 
 

     The Revenue account of EIR for the half-year ending 30th June 1855, showing the 

operations of the line, from Howrah to Raneegunge was quite encouraging. The 

gross receipts were two and a half lakhs of rupees, while the expenditure was 

under a lakh and seventy thousand, leaving the profits some-what over rupees 

eighty thousand. Earnings from the experimental line proved the prophecy of lord 

Dalhousie , which he had written in famous minutes of July 4,1850,outlining his 

vision and future course of Railways in India: 

      

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/60175218?searchTerm=railway%20raneegunge%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20&searchLimits=
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―The object of that experiment is to prove, that,  not only that it is practicable to 

construct Railway in India as engineering work but that such Railway was 

constructed will, as commercial undertakings, afford a few remunerative return on 

the money which has been expended in the construction‖ 

 

Introduction of East Indian Railway brought a reliable and large communication 
network in the coal belt and Bengal as a whole first time as the East India 
Company Government had not adopted any constructive policy regarding the 
development of communications.  
 
The entire stretch between Burdwan and Raneegunge, which falls within territorial 
boundary of present Asansol division, had initially only two stations, Mankoor and 
Panaghur  and  it continued till 1861. Between 1861 to 1867, four more stations ( 
Asansole, Sitarampore, Burrakur and undall) were opened in Asansol area.  
 
Construction by EIR was done at very rapid pace; it was a race against time, a 
construction against all odds amidst extremely challenging field conditions: 
swampy land, rivers prone to flood, onslaught of diseases wiping out more than 
4000 workers a month, for some weeks no less than eight to ten percent of the 
workers employed died weekly and massive disruption during freedom struggle. 
Average deployment of men per day in year 1890-91 by EIR was more than 1lakh 
18 thousand persons as excavators, brick makers, brick layers, sawyers, 
carpenters, blacksmiths and laborers. Sacrifices of these unsung heroes, who led 
down their lives for building Rail infrastructure, have been sadly buried in the 
footnotes of history. It is said that each sleeper of EIR track was laid only after 
burial of a man in the embankment. 
 
The Indians, who had honor of being first station masters of Paanagurh 
(Nobinchunder Mookerjee was first station Master Paneghur) and Mankaar 
(B.Mookerjee was first station manager Mancoor), have faded from public memory. 
We want to highlight such great pioneers, who had played a key role in Railway 
operation those days.  
 
Eastern Railways Asansol Division had embarked on ambitious task of identifying 
and preserving our rich Railway heritage especially those majestic living Railway 
buildings waiting with a bated breath to tell their stories. A number of such 
buildings having priceless architecture, after decades of neglect and abandon, were 
on the verge of demolition but could be salvaged and restored just in time.  
 
A heritage walk has been scheduled on 28th November 2018, first time in Asansol 
after 163 years of coming of Railways in the area, to create awareness of our legacy, 
to underline the unique role of Railways in shaping the growth of the region and to 
embark on the journey to preserve our rich heritage. 
 
Asansol Division would publically commemorate the event, involving all our stake 
holders and bring our glorious heritage to the fore, as the historic day, the 3rd 
February, the dawning of Railway age in the region, has sadly been forgotten by 
most of Railway men and general public alike. 
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WALK PAST THE RAILWAY HERTAGE 

 

2. Commitment  

Asansol Division of Eastern Railway is committed to restore, preserve, conserve, 
repair and maintain the assets, structures, artifacts so as to enable posterity to 
enjoy and gain knowledge of the past technologies and processes which have 
been used during various stages of construction and development of rail based 
transportation in India. 
 

3.     Heritage Plan 
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4.      Divisional Heritage Committee 

 
 

In order to achieve the commitment towards Railway heritage buildings, which are 
the mute testimonials of its glorious past, Divisional Heritage Committee, 
consisting of dedicated, devoted & committed officers, has been constituted:- 
 

1 Sri R. K. Barnwal, ADRM/ASN Divl. Heritage Officer 

2 Sri A. Kesarwani, Sr.DPO/ASN Convenor 

3 Sri  M. Mukhopadhyay, DEN-1 Secretary 

4 Sri M. K. Meena, Sr.DEN/Co-Ord Member 

5 Sri M. K. Mishra, Sr.DSTE Member 

6 Sri S. K. Mukhopadhyay, Sr.DEE/G Member 

7 Sri D. Mukherjee, Sr.DFM Member 

8 Sri R. K. Tewary, LO Member 
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5.      Action Plan 
 

 

 

 

The complete restoration process of the heritage buildings have been segregated 
into the following steps-  

 
 

Step-1 Identification of Heritage Building.  
 
 

Step-2 Complete Inspection of the Heritage building. 
 
 

Step-3 Chalking out plan and finalisation of the ideal method of 
rehabilitation of the building 
 
 

Preservation To keep the heritage building safe from decomposition or 
quality degradation by proper maintenance. 
 
 

Conservation To stabilize the condition of the heritage building without 
undermining its inherent historical or qualitative value in any 
way. 
 
 

Restoration To rehabilitate or reconstruct the heritage structure in 
substantial measure to regain its previous or original state. 
 
 

Step-4 Demarcation of the heritage building with Heritage Logo. 
 
 

Step-5 Restoration of the buildings as per approved plan. 
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6.    List of identified Heritage Structures / Buildings : Division has 

identified five Institutes, three Bungalows, five Station Buildings and other 

structures having heritage importance for restoration in the first phase.  

Renovation and restoration work is in full swing. 

 

Institutes 

There are five Institutes. These institutes were thriving cultural and social hub and 

have been indentified for restoration. 

1. Durand Institutes (Vivekananda Institute), Asansol, Established in 1878 

2. Chittaranjan Institute, Andal (1938) 
3. Subhas Institute, Asansol (1915) 
4. Tagore Institute, Sitarampur  
5. Lal Bahadur Shastri Institute, Madhupur (1921) 

 

Other Service Buildings and Bungalows 

6. Qr. No. 205, Station Road, Asansol (Old DS‘s Bungalow cum office) 
7. Bungalow No 8, Asansol  (Old DS‘s Bungalow, ROTC) (1880) 
8. DRM Office, Asansol (1928) 
9. Asansol Station (1885) 
10. DRM‘s Bungalow 
11. Old MS Bungalow 
12. Burlington – Old Railway Hospital 
13. District Training Park, Scout/Hospital Colony, Asansol 
14. Freemasons Hall (1873) 
15. CYM/Sitarampur‘s Office  
16. CYM/ Sitarampur‘s Bungalow* 
17. Loco Foreman/Sitarampur‘s Bungalow* 
18. Old Running Room, Madhupur* 
19. Block No. 61, Old European Institute, Madhupur 
20. Heritage Well, Madhupur 
21. Maheshmunda Station Building and Well 
22. Mugma station building 
23. Kalubathan station building 
24. Chhota Ambona station building 

25. AEN/Andal‘s Bungalow No.19 A/B 
26. Bungalow No.39 at Raniganj 
 

Other Structures 

27. Eastern Rly. High School/Primary Section/Asansol (1905) 
28. Eastern Railway Higher Secondary School, Asansol 
 

*  The structures were in dilapidated condition and under order of demolition.  

However, these structures have been identified as Heritage Buildings and 

renovation work is under process. 
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7. Details about Identified Heritage Structure/Buildings 

7.1 Vivekananda Institute (Durand Institutes), Asansol 

Set amidst the lush surroundings in the company of mahogany trees, Durand 
Institute with its majestic tower kissing the azure skyline was the landmark of the 
town. A social and cultural hub, a place to unwind, a place to relax after day‘s hard 
work, a home away from home for Europeans,  

 

 

 
The Institute, one of oldest Institutes in India, was set up in 1878 and was named 
as European Institute in 1915 and rechristened as Durand Institute in year 1925 
in the honour of Sir Durand, Architect of Durand line.  After independence, it was 
renamed as Vivekanand Institute in year 1987. 
 
With large teak panelled dancing hall, swimming pool, billiards and card rooms, 
library, tennis and badminton courts, bar room, it was abuzz with social, cultural 
and sports activities. 
 

 
 
 

Evenings were full of fun; kids swarming all over the places, youngsters running 
and sliding along the chalked dance floor, cacophony of housie (Bingo), 
gramophone blaring lively tunes and catchy numbers, animated discussion 
amongst members quenching their thirst in bar would suddenly come to an end 
and people would join the dance floor for waltz, foxtrot and other dances in rage 
back home then. 
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This Institute was very popular among the high officials of E.I.R., right 

from Calcutta to Saharanpur, and they craved to dance in the sophisticated dance 

hall during the Christmas festival. The entire floor was made of Burma Teak! 

However, entry to this Institute was restricted only to the Europeans.  

 

Indians found entry only after Independence.  There was dress code too which 

continued till sixties.  After Independence, this was used as cinema hall where 

famous Hollywood films like Ben Hur, Ten Commandants etc. were projected.  This 

remained as a cultural hub even after independence. 

 

The Institute suffered a benign neglect and decline after large scale migration of 

Anglo Indians post Independence and slowly it degenerated to a marriage hall or a 
venue for occasional official functions. 
 

 
History of Asansol is entwined with history of Railways in Asansol as the town itself 
was formed after EIR bought large tract of forest land to construct a Railway 
township. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

          Cross section with Mini Hall with Portico and Tower 
 
We wanted to revive its old glory, restitute its grandeur and restore it as a centre of 
social and cultural activities of Asansol. A comprehensive renovation plan was 
finalised after detailed discussion with all stake holders and restoration work was 
kick started in the month of June‘18.  
 
It is said that a concerted effort to preserve our heritage is a vital link to our 
cultural, educational, aesthetic, inspirational and economic legacies - all of the 
things that quite literally make us who we are. 
 
It was heartening to see the progress almost on daily basis and finally mighty 
edifice could be restored back to its old grandeur on 15th August, the day India 
had a tryst with destiny. 
 
  

The Tower is 22 meters 

high from the ground 

level.  

 

It is attached with four 

small spires. 

 

 The outer width of the 

tower is 6 meters and the 

inner is of 3.8 meters. 

 

Oval shaped hall is 31.33 

meters and the width 

13.72 meters.  

 

There are 8 square pillars  

and a total of 16 square 

pillars. 
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NESTLED IN THE TYPICALLY DOMESTICATED GOTHIC CUSPED 

ARCH NICHE INSIDE SIMILARLY ARCHED PORTICO IS 
THE COPPER PLATE WAR MEMORIAL INSCRIPTION 

 

 
 

 

East Indian Railway 
 

In Memory of following Officers & Men who lost their lives whilst on service either 

with Fighting Units or on Govt Service Overseas during year 1914 – 18 

 

Major Guy Robert Howard, DSO, Royal Flying Corps.,  Captain Charles Cornwalis, 43rd 
Erinpura Regiment, Lt. John Pomeroy Dally, Royal Flying Corps., Lt. Robert Charles 

Hodson, Royal Engineers, Lt. Frank Harding Robertson,  R.F.C.,  Flight Lieut. Geoffry 

Richard Henry Talbot, Royal Naval Flying Corps., 2 Lt Charles Vince Baikwis, 5th City 

London Regt., 2nd Lieut. Alexander Charles Boyd, The Royal Sussex Regt. 2nd Lieut. Eric 

Hamilton Hunter, 1st Battalion 5th Gurkha Regt., 2nd Lt. Charles Claude Edmonstone 

Manson M. C., 1st Batt. 4th Gurkha Rifles, Nursing Sister Jessie Josephine Philips, O.A.N.S., 
Jemadar Mahamad Shafi Khan, Indian Sappers & Miners Regt., O.M.S. Clinton Ralph 

Strickland 10th Batt. Seaforth Highlanders, C.S.M. Frederic Vikerman Newton38th Battalion 

R.F.A, Sergt. Edward Charles Hein, The Royal Welsh Fusiliers, Sergt. Bernad Mckeivor, 

Supdt. Transport, CPs , Sergt. Thomas Spencer, Oxford & Bucks LI, Sergt. George Thrine 

Highlands LI, Lt. Serget. Richard Woollard Oxfords & Bucks LI,  Corpl. George Gates, Oxfords 

& Bucks LI, L-Corpl. Henry Astle, 3rd Batt. Notts & Derbgt. R, L-Cpl Charles James Chitty, 

Oxford & Bucks LI, Sapper Subhan, Indian Sappers & Miners Rvst Gunr Laurie Earnest 

Calder, 63rd Battery, Battery RFA, Gunr Arthur Gasken 38th Battery RFA, Gunr Henry 

Arthur Gooding, 4th Battery RFA, Gunr Vernon Chetwynd Palmer, Calcutta Batt. RFA, Gunr 

William George Porter, 4th Battery RFA,  Gunr.John Strain 63rd Battery RFA, Gunr. Percy 

Vigor Vennor , 63rd Battery RFA, Gunr Herbert Arthur Thomas Weeks, 38th Battery RFA, Pte 
James Cook, Oxford & Bucks LI, Pte Charles Galloway, Seaforth Highlanders, Pte George 

Dewey, Oxford & Bucks LI, Pte Albert Edward Fisher, Oxford & Bucks LI, Pte Charles 

Galloway, Seaforth  Highlanders,  Pte Harry Goring, Oxford & Bucks LI,  Pte Alfred Harry 

Graham, Duke of Cambs MiddsR , Pte Bertram Eugene Hoff, 14th Hussars, Pte George 

Archibald Madeira, 10th Cavalry Bde Signl Troop, Pte William Nicholas, Oxford & Bucks LI, Pte 
Parce Ruley , Oxford & Bucks LI, Pte Thomas Rutherford, Oxford & Bucks LI,  Pte Arthur 

Cromwell Sampson Wilshaw, Lines Rgl, Pte Arthur Ernest Wooding, Oxford & Bucks LI,   

Robert Ernest Blaney, In East Africa, Henry William Lakin, Govt. Repair Workshop 

Mesopotamia, Luchman, in East Africa, Elias Joseph Mackertich in Mesopotamia, 

Mahamad Hanif in Mesopotamia, John McCullough in East Africa. 
 

Work involved extensive repairs, touch of weather coat all around, painting with 

aesthetic colour scheme, construction of sprawling garden and green lawns, air 

conditioning of mini hall, refurbishing of interiors, restoring back the teak panelled 

wooden floor and fitment of modern lightings, diffused lighting on the exteriors, an 

art gallery show casing all the heritage photographs and rare documents of the era 

for a walk down the memory lane.  
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We wanted to catalogue, compile all the historical references and release a 
brochure on the occasion. We were fortunate to get whole hearted support from the 
passionate Team of researchers of Kazi Nazrul University, Asansol led by Professor 
(Dr.) Sajal  Bhattacharya,  Dr. Santanu Banerjee and Sri Suvojit Chatterjee, who 
made it possible. 
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We are thankful to the Team of Railway officials; Sri M K Meena, Sr.DEN-C, Sri A 

Kesarwani, Sr.DPO, Sri M Mukhopadhyay, DEN/HQ, Shri S K Mukhopadhyay, 

Sr.DEE/G, Shri P Sarkar, AEN/HQ, Shri B N Banerjee, APO-II, Shri G B Mahata, 

AEE/G, Shri S J Habib, Secretary/Durand Institute, Shri A K Ghoshal, 

SSE/Elect/Genl, Shri D Dutta, SSE/Works and all other Team Members - without 

whose selfless and tireless work, beyond the call of duty and a race against time, 

the project would not have seen the light of day. 

 

 

As a part of Institute Revival Scheme launched last year, our Institutes are coming 
alive with cultural activities and are providing platform to Railway family members 
to showcase their talent.  
 

 
It is also renewing social fibre and reconnecting people lost somewhere in the 

faceless world of face-book, whatsapp and internet. 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
It has been a highly exciting and challenging journey and has emboldened us to 
restore heritage in the Division where such structures abound every corner, you 
don't stumble on heritage, it is just waiting to be explored and these historic 
buildings are waiting with bated breath to tell their story. 
 
Further, old Bar room has been renovated and redesigned as Lounge-cum-Digital 
Gallery has been developed providing recliner sofa sets with a large 58‖ LED TV 
where one can pass his leisure time.  The same room has now been thoroughly 
renovated and dedicated for the railwaymen. 
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7.2 Chittaranjan Institute (Indian Institute), Andal 

 

Brief History: Chittaranjan Institute, Andal, previously known as Indian Institute, 

Andal was established in the year 1938.  It is located at the very approach of Andal 

Railway Township opposite to Andal Post Office and near Eastern Railway High 

School, Andal. Another Institute located at Hospital Colony, Andal was better 

known as European Institute.  In the year 1948, European Institute and Indian 

Institute were merged and renamed as Chittaranjan Institute, named after great 

freedom fighter of Bengal, Shri C R Das. The Institute was registered under 

Subdivisional Sports Association, Asansol.  Regular football tournaments were also 

organized involving most of the nearby Sub-divisional teams which includes Teams 

from Kolkata too.  Once Mohun Bagan Club took part in one such football 

tournaments played at Gear Ground, Andal. The period from 1950 – 1975, Indian 

movies were projected in this Institute (better known as Savitri Talkies) as a part of 

recreation for the Railway family members.  The renovation work of Chittaranjan 

Institute, Andal was taken over and has been completed in two months‘ time.  The 

renovated Institute was rededicated to the nation by Sri P. K. Mishra, DRM/ASN on 

30.11.2018 

Scope of work :  

1. Structural strengthening of walled structure by repairing all the cracks at walls, 
damage ceiling, lintel area etc. 

2. Repair and rebuilding of boundary wall, new gate, name board, beautification of 
garden/open premises. 

3. Repair and provision of faulty drain system. 

4. Repair of door and windows. 

5. Repair and beautification of stage. 

6. Repair of GI sheet above hall and water proofing of Institute. 

7. Painting of whole structure (inside and outside) 

8. Repair of pathway, toilet/bathrooms. 

9. New room with attached bathroom. 

 
Heritage Structure of Chittaranjan Institute 
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Drawing of 1929 
 
Signed by DS 
 

Clearly shows:- 
 
Meeting Room 
 

Library 
 
Indoor Game Room 
 

Reading Room 
 
Verandah 
 

Stage 
 
Auditorium 
 

Generator Room 

 

Old Drawings of Chittaranjan Institute 

[ 
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Renovated Chittaranjan Institute 
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7.3 Subhash Institute (Indian Institute), Asansol 

Brief History : The second one was setup in the year 1915 to meet the recreational 

demands of the Indian. The Institute became functional in the year 1917. 

Later on the eve of independence the Institute came to be known as 'Subhash 

Institute' after the great freedom fighter of India. In its initial days the Institute also 

organised cultural and sports events.  

This Institute started cinema shows in 1925 with the help of Arora Studio. Later 

with the Independence movement catching up the Institute became a centre of 

patriotic activities. Some sources suggest that patriotic activities like holding secret 

meetings etc. used to be organized in this Institute frequently. 

Scope of Work : This Institute has been planned for thorough renovation keeping 

its heritage look and aesthetic view intact.  Window made doors and windows will 

be attended and wooden blocks will be replaced quite symmetrical to the older one.   

1. Repair to leakage of roof in Main Hall (CGI Sheet) and all building roof by 
providing APP. 

2. In all rooms, floor should be provided with vetrified tiles and glazed tiles to be 
provided in the toilets. 

3. Dismantling of all unwanted damaged buildings. 

4. Front verandah portion floor repairing with CC and finally kota stone 
considered.  

5. Weather coat in building and main hall outside. 

6. Replacement of all damaged doors and windows.  
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Heritage Structure of Subhash Institute 

 

 

 

 
 
Drawing : 15.4.1959 
 

Signed by DS & 
 
Chief Engineer & 
 

VP&GS, Subhash 
 
Showing encasement  
 

Of joist and front  
 
elevation of Subhash  
 

Institute  

 

Old Drawing of Subhash Institute  
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7.4 Tagore Institute, Sitarampur 

Brief History: The building was constructed prior to independence of India by the 

British for amusement and recreation of the British nationals.  The Tagore Institute 

was in the past a hub of cultural activities, and dramatic performances and cinema 

shows used to be staged on festival seasons. Seasonal games of football and cricket 

were played in the playground on regular basis. After independence, the Club was 

named as Tagore Institute and it became a cultural hub of the area, a major 

portion of the Institute was given on lease to private party to run cinema hall. 

Tagore Institute of Sitarampur deserves a special mention when it comes talking 

about Sitarampur, as it marks a landmark of the place, although it now stands in a 

desolate condition in the western end of the Railway playground. By the 

psychological law of association, the name of Akhil Memorial Challenge Shield 

football tournament comes to mind.  

 
Heritage Structure of Tagore Institute 
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Drawing : 21.4.1941 
 
Sitting porch &  

 
front elevation 
 
Signed by DS & 

 
Chief Engineer  
 
Showing: 

 
Front elevation 
 
Rooms 

 
Verandah 
 
Dressing rooms on 

 
both sides of stage  

 

Old Drawing of Tagore Institute 
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7.5 Lalbahadur Sashtri Institutes, Madhupur 

Brief Hisotry: Lal Bahadur Sashtri Institute was established in the year 1921.  It 

was previously better known as Cosmopolitan Institute. After the demise of Shri 

Lalbahadur Shastri, Ex-PM, Govt of India, the Institute was renamed as Lal 

Bahadur Sashtri Institute. Former CM of Bihar, Shri Kedar Pandey, Shri 

Jagannath Mishra  and the then local MP, Shri Suraj Mondal also used to visit this 

Institute quite frequently.  Ex Finance Minister, Shri Jaswant Sinha also used to 

visit this Institute when he was Commissioner of Dumka for playing Badminton 

occasionally. In the year 2011, allotment of an amount of Rs.35 Laks was made 

from CSBF for thorough renovation of this Institute. Cinema hall run at this 

Institute was discontinued in the year 2008.  This is the only Railway Institute 

between Vidyasagar – Narganjo, Jasidih – Dumka and Deoghar – Banka sections. 

 

  

  

Heritage Structure of Lal Bahadur Sashtri Institute, Madhupur 

 

(Previously known as Cosmopolitan Institute) 
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Drawing of 1975 

 
Proposed extension 
  
of Auditorium of  

 
Cosmopolitan Instt.  
 
Showing Front  

 
elevation 
 
Existing Auditorium  

 
Stage 
 
& 

 
Proposed Auditorium 

 

Old Drawing of Lal Bahadur Institute, Madhupur  

(Cosmopolitan Institute, Madhupur) 
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7.6 Qr. No.205, Station Road (Old DS’s Bungalow-cum-Office) 

Brief History : The year 1863 should be mentioned as significant in the space-
economy study of Asansol city. In that year, Railway was extended from Raniganj to 
Asansol old station area and the HQ was shifted from Raniganj to Asansol. Railway 
quarters shot up to accommodate the Railway employees creating an urban 
atmosphere with the architecture of red brick buildings in a planned style.  

 
At that time the two officers i.e. Divisional Vehicular Supdt. (now DRM) and Sr. 
Supdt. of Works [now Sr. DEN(Co-ord)] lived in bungalows situated on the road 
leading from the present station to the G.T. Road near the Nazrul Sarani.  They 
used to run their offices from their bungalows.  However, with the increase of its 
business, a full fledged DVS (DRM) Office was set up in that two storey building in 
1880 on the west side of the present station road. And a new Bungalow of 
Divisional Superintendent was built in 1880 – Bungalow No.8. The building at 

present serves the purpose of staff quarters.  
 

 
 

 

Heritage Structure of Old DS’s Bungalow-cum-Office 
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7.7 Bungalow No.8, Asansol  (Old DS’s Bungalow/ROTC) 

Brief History :  A grant of Rs 94,694 was given for construction of a larger Railway 
station, officers colony in 1880. A new Bungalow of Divisional Superintendent was 
built in 1980 Bungalow No.8, at the junction of Drysdale Road and Domohani 
Bazar Road.  In 1928, it was converted into training centre of IRTS probationers.  
Shri Anoop K. Jhingron, and IRTS officer and Ex GM/Western Railway, while 
recollecting memory of his earlier days of his career has mentioned  ―When we were 
appointed, we were asked to report to the office of the General Manager, Eastern 
Railway at Calcutta. On the very day we joined, we were dispatched to Asansol.  
 
At Asansol a centralized training Institute known as Railway Officers Training 
Center (ROTC) had been set up, due to the efforts of Mr M S Gujral, a legendary 
Railwayman, erstwhile Divisional Superintendent of Asansol. The Institute was 
located in a beautiful bungalow which used to be the residence of the DS. The 

building had been modified so as to be able to accommodate twenty odd 
probationers.  We had been allotted different zonal Railways, but had our training 
together‖.  This continued till 1971 IRTS Probationer Batch and now this Bungalow 
is being used as Residential Bungalow of Sr. Scale and Jr. Scale Officers. 
 

 

 

 
Heritage Structure of Old DS’s Bungalow/ROTC 
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7.8 DRM’s Office, Asansol 

Brief History : This division formed in 1925 has been historically connected with 

the Railway revolution in India. Soon after formation of Division, a new Divisional 

Office was constructed at Drysdale Road, Asansol shifting from Bungalow No.205. 

The first DRM (the then DS) was Mr. W H H Young (8.11.1926 to 10.3.1929).  The 

Western Part of Annex Building to existing DRM‘s Office Building was built in 1958.  

 
 

 
 

Heritage Structure of DRM’s Office, Asansol 
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7.9   Asansol Station 

Brief History : The first train to Raneegunge made its inaugural run from Howrah 
on Saturday, the 3rd February 1855, the day forces of technology were unleashed 
with introduction of Railways in the region to fulfill economic and military aims of 
East India Company.  After the opening of the Railway, the prosperity of Raniganj 
was assured (Paterson, 1910).   
 
Raniganj became the terminus of the Eastern Indian Railway. With the increase of 
the demand of coal, more space was required for administrative use, setting up of 
sub divisional office and staff quarters etc.  However, the land owners class of 
Raniganj, the Rajas of Searsol were not interested in giving land for building of 
Railways at that time.  
 
 

 
 
 
 

Rail station was built up at Asansol as the local landlord and the owner of capital; 
the Rajas of Panchakot (Cossipore, Adra) who sold a vast area of jungle land then 
known as "Shergarh" to the EIR. Asansol was a part and parcel of Shergarh gave 
land for, building the Railway station, now one of the busiest stations of India.  
 
In the mid eighteenth century, the then King of Kashipur awarded his two brave 
soldiers Nakari Roy and Ramkrishna Roy the zaigir of Asansol Mouza in the 

Damodar river valley of Shergarh parganah for successfully defending the Bargi 
(Maratha) invasion. The old Asansol station was built in the year 1963-64. With the 
increase of rail movement, the Asansol station was shifted from its previous 
locations to its present place in 1885 with 3 platforms. Later in 1889, the line 
between Asansol and Damodar stations measuring 7.43 Kilometres was linked to 
transport coal and forming a part of the Asansol-Adra section of the Bengal Nagpur 
Railway (BNR), thus increasing number of platforms to four.  At present, the total 
area of Asansol Station is 34,462 SqM. 
 

Scope of work : 

 

1. Weather coating of the whole building for season protection 
 

2. Beautification with LED light to exhibit its aesthetic beauty. 
 

3. Fresh coat of colour wash has been made in the station building with 
heritage brick red and yellow combination to give its a proper look. 
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Heritage Structure of Asansol Station 
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7.10    DRM’s Bungalow 

Brief History :  In 1928, DRM‘s Bungalow shifted from ROTC (Bungalow No.8) to 
its new Location at the junction Drysdale Road and Domohani Bazar Road near 
Ashram More.  New Bungalow for Divl. Supdt. was made with more space, comfort 
and architectural excellence on the lap of lush green environs. The DRM‘s 
Bungalow Complex has an area of Approx. 561.69 SqM. It has a lush green lawn at 
the entrance, encompassing road for entry and exit.   
 
Environment protection has been given a special thought.  Lot of greeneries; fruit 
bearing as well as shady trees have been provided. The entrance has been given an 
old architectural look with beautiful wooden blocks and brick tiles.   Almost 100 
years old doors and windows are still in good condition and remind us about our 
architectural excellence prevailed at that time. Roof has been so designed to make 
it heat proof even when concept of AC was far away.  
 

Beautifully designed wooden blocks have been provided all along the varandah area 
to protect the room from rain ingress in an aesthetic way.  The first occupant (the 
then DS) of this Bungalow was Mr. W H H Young. 
 
 

 

 
 

DRM’s Bungalow in 1928  
 

 
 

 
 

DRM’s Bungalow – as of now 
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7.11   Old MS Bungalow, Asansol 

Brief History:  This is one of the Unique Heritage buildings available in Asansol 

Division.  It has got ample items loaded with lots of heritage values.  With the 

shifting of Headquarter of railway transportation from Raniganj to Asansol, 

necessity was felt to build quarters and bungalows for staff and officers in a 

planned architectural style with red bricks in urban atmosphere. The original East 

Indian Railway (EIR) Hospital Building complex was established in the year 1869 

and was better-known as the Burlington. The Bungalow for Medical 

Superintendent (MS) was constructed at that time near to the hospital so that he 

can rush to the hospital even at odd hours in case of emergency. Subsequently, two 

more buildings came up in 1907 and 1921 at the same premises.  One fountain 

existed in the front portion of the Bungalow.    

 

 

 

 

Heritage Structure of Old MS Bungalow, Asansol 
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7.12  Burlington - Old Railway Hospital/Asansol 

 

Brief History : Soon after shifting of Railway Transportation Headquarter 

from Ranigunj to Asansol in1863, necessity of establishing a full-fledged 

Railway Hospital was felt to cater the medical requirement of the existing 

staff and officers.  Accordingly, the original East Indian Railway Hospital 

Building was constructed in the year 1869 and was known as the 

―Burlington‖.  Subsequently, two more buildings came up in 1907 and 1921. 

It had Surgical Ward, Medical Ward, Operation Theater, Laboratory, X-Ray 

Unit and Mortuary. It was in operation till 1966 when the exiting Railway 

Hospital was constructed.  
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7.13   District Training Park, Bharat Scouts & Guides, Asansol 

Brief History : The two  Bungalows earmarked for Doctors remained vacant for 

long time.  These Bungalows were unused for quite long time and the condition of 

the same was getting from bad to worse.  To revive these two colonial architectural 

beauties of the Division, it was decided to restore and use it for activities of Bharat 

Scouts and Guides of Asansol District.  

 

 

Heritage Structure of Scout Den, Hospital Colony, Asansol 

 

Heritage Structure of Scout Den, Hospital Colony, Asansol 
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7.14 Freemasons Hall/Asansol 

 

Brief History : The Freemasons Hall in Asansol named as the Lodge Pioneer was 

built on a piece of land of East Indian. The construction of the Lodge was 

completed in 1874 by the s.  The architecture of the building is a beautiful blend of 

robust design and elegance.  

Since then the Lodge Pioneer has been under the District Grand Lodge of Bengal 

which is directed by the United Grand Lodge of England.  

This solidly built, two-storey, beautifully designed lime-mortar and stone hall 

follows the domesticated Gothic Style of architecture characteristic of many 

colonial buildings in India. Even after so many years, the splendor of its square 

columns and cusped arches immediately attracts the eyes of the passers-by.  The 

registration number of this Hall is 1490 EC (EC stands for the English 

Constitution).  

Previously in this Freemasons Hall the Lodge of St Marks (668 E.C) used to 

function which is now closed. The Chapter Prudence (1490 E.C) had also been 

operating from here.  

  
 

Heritage Structure of Freemasons Hall 
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7.15   CYM Office, Sitarampur 

 

Brief History: In 1865, the line was extended upto Sitarampur.  It was later on 

converted into a major junction as line on GC was extended upto Gaya-

Mughalsarai and on mainline, it was extended upto Jhajha - Patna gradually.   

 

CYM Office constructed between the platforms is still in good shape, proudly erect 

and witness to all the events of last 100 years. The last CYM/Sitarampur was Shri 

Kamta Prasad. 

 

 

Heritage Structure of CYM/STN Office 
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7.16    CYM/Sitarampur’s Bungalow 

 

Brief History: In 1865, the  line was extended upto Sitarampur.  It was later on 

converted into a major junction as line on GC was extended upto Gaya-

Mughalsarai and on mainline, it was extended upto Jhajha - Patna gradually.   

 

The CYM was an important post at that time at Sitarampur which used to involve 

lot of operational activities and used to control/co-ordinate with other Deptts. As a 

result, it was decided to construct a Bungalow over the Platform itself so that CYM 

is able to oversee the functioning of station and yards round the clock.  
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It was believed to be the best location for accommodation at Sitarampur with trees 

and beautiful garden giving a serene picture of the station. Time passed by and the 

occupants as CYM/Sitarampur keep on changing.  

The last occupant was Shri Kamta Prasad and after his retirement the Quarter is 

lying vacant and abandoned.  And now, it has been decided for restoration and 

utilise the Grand Building as Supervisors‘ Rest Room-cum-Training Centre. 

 

 

 

Heritage Structure of CYM/STN’s Bungalow 
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7.17    Loco Foreman/Sitarampur’s Bungalow 

Brief History : Once Asia‘s Biggest Steam Loco Shed used to be located at 

Sitarampur station.  Loco Foreman Sitarampur used to be the most important 

supervisor at that time.  His Bungalow was located at prime location at 

Sitarampur.  The Building has now been renovated fully keeping its heritage look 

and architecture intact.   

 
 

Heritage Structure of Loco Foreman/STN’s Bungalow 
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7.18   Old Running Room, Madhupur 

 

Brief History : Madhupur was Operational Hub and major railway township 

during Steam Era in Mainline Howrah – Patna route where crew for all the train 

would sign off and fresh set of crew would take charge.  Large Running Room was 

constructed for providing rest to Train Crew.   

 

This Running Room was lying abandoned since 1998 and was almost going to be 

dismantled.  Now, it has been decided to revive this Old Running Room into Rest 

House Complex and convert it into First Heritage Resort of Eastern Railway where 

Railwayman as well as Railway Passengers can take benefit of healthy climate of 

Madhupur as it was famous in its early days.  

 

 

 

 

Heritage Structure of Old Running Room, Madhupur 
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7.19    Block No. 61, Old European Institute, Madhupur 

 

Brief Story : The two storey building (Block No. 41) in the heart of the Railway 

township Madhupur reminds us the legacy of colonial era as it was the European 

Institute at Madhupur which was later converted into Inspectors‘ Quarter and Rest 

Room prior to 1929.  This structure has been planned to be converted into 

Community Hall. The renovation has been undertaken and is now ready to be 

inaugurated.   

 

Heritage Structure of Old European Institute, Madhupur after renovation 
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7.20   Madhupur Heritage Well  

 

Brief History :  At Madhupur station, there is an ancient well inside the station 

premises which is more than 100 years old. The internal diameter of well is about 

14 feet and is of 35 feet depth. It‘s water is supposed to be therapeutic and 

residents of hundreds of villages of that area use water only from that well, sarkari 

kuan or Railway kuan. It‘s water was reported to be transported to the house of 

many jamindaars and the then bureaucrats. Special arrangements were made by 

EIR to transport water to Kolkata for them. It also serves the water need of the 

station to some extent.  The Division has renovated the well in pattern of Bawris of 

Rajsthan and erect a plaque describing its rich heritage. A shed having complete 

heritage look has been provided on the top of the well to protect its water from 

being wasted away. 

 

 

 

 

Heritage Structure of Madhupur Well 
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7.21   Maheshmunda Station Building and Heritage Well  

 

Maheshmunda Station Building : Maheshmunda, a small hamlet tucked in 

Madhupur - Giridih section. A place, where time has stood still. A place, which still 

is in nineteenth century, resolute in its steadfast refusal to change, retaining the 

flavour of Raaj.  

 

Station building is the same building which was constructed during the 

commissioning of the section by EIR. Subsequent attention and repairs have 

luckily not disturbed the original character of the building. One can see the distinct 

architectural attributes: slanted roof, thick mortar brickwork, chimney and louvre 

window shutters full of old world quaint charm. 

 

It is fascinating to see the arrangement for distribution of water, a recess was made 

in wall for water pitchers and Pani Pandey, the watermen. See the picture. 

 

Pani Pandey was a unique concept at Railway stations before the advent of hand 

pumps, bore wells and piped water supply. Water was stored in large covered 

earthen pitchers and Pani Pandey, with a small can fixed on long handle, used to 

give passengers measured quantity of water to quench their thirst in summer. 

Those were the days when mineral bottled water and mobile had not invaded our 

life. 

 

The station is still having rudimentary interlocking with long hand operated levers, 

in-house gym to keep someone in perfect fettle. These relics of the past are now 

staring into oblivion with the sanctioned work of panel interlocking and Optical 

fibre cable laying - going to start shortly. Another era would come to an end. 
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Heritage Well :  At Maheshmunda station, there is an ancient well inside the 

station premises which is more than 100 years old. The internal diameter of well is 

about 14 feet and is of 35 feet depth. It‘s water is supposed to be therapeutic and 

residents of hundreds of villages of that area use water only from that well, sarkari 

kuan or Railway kuan. It‘s water was transported to the house of Tagores in 

Kolkata and it is said that Prince Dwarka Nath Tagore would drink only water of 

this well. Special arrangements were made by EIR to transport water to Kolkata for 

them. The Division has renovated the well in pattern of Bawris of Rajsthan and 

erect a plaque describing its rich heritage. 

 

 

Heritage Structure of Maheshmunda Well 
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7.22     Mugma Station Building 

 

Brief History :  It is one of the oldest station buildings of Asansol Division in 

Eastern Railway.  Station building is the same building which was constructed 

during the commissioning of the section by EIR. Subsequent attention and repairs 

have luckily not disturbed the original character of the building. One can see the 

distinct architectural attributes: slanted roof, thick mortar brickwork, chimney and 

louvre window shutters full of old world quaint charm. It has been planned for 

thorough renovation keeping its heritage and aesthetic look intact. 

 

  

 

  

Heritage Structure of Mugma Station Building 
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7.23    Kalubathan Station Building 

 

Brief History : It is one of the oldest station buildings of Asansol Division in 

Eastern Railway.  Station building is the same building which was constructed 

during the commissioning of the section by EIR. Subsequent attention and repairs 

have luckily not disturbed the original character of the building. One can see the 

distinct architectural attributes: slanted roof, thick mortar brickwork, chimney and 

louvre window shutters full of old world quaint charm. It has been planned for 

thorough renovation keeping its heritage and aesthetic look intact. 

 

 

 

 

 

Heritage Structure of Kalubathan Station Building 
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7.24    Chhota Ambana Station Building 

 

Brief History : It is one of the oldest station buildings of Asansol Division in 

Eastern Railway.  Station building is the same building which was constructed 

during the commissioning of the section by EIR. Subsequent attention and repairs 

have luckily not disturbed the original character of the building. One can see the 

distinct architectural attributes: slanted roof, thick mortar brickwork, chimney and 

louvre window shutters full of old world quaint charm. It has been planned for 

thorough renovation keeping its heritage and aesthetic look intact. 

 

 

 

 

Heritage Structure of Chhota Ambana Station Building 
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7.25     AEN/Andal’s Bungalow No.19-A/B 

 

Brief Story : AEN/Andal‘s Bungalow No.19-A/B is one of the most beautiful 

heritage buildings of Andal.  The condition of the Building is still good and this has 

been renovated and inaugurated on 30.11.2018.  This will be used as Rest Room. 

 

 

AEN/Adal’s Bungalow No.19-A/B (Prior to Renovation) 

 

 

Renovated AEN/Adal’s Bungalow No.19-A/B 
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 7.26     Bungalow No.39 at Raniganj 

 

Brief History : The iconic Bungalow No 39 at Raniganj, official residence of 

Engineer in-charge for laying Railway tracks between Raneegaunge and Burdwan 
section, was constructed during 1853.  Mr. C. S. Adley, Assistant Engineer was 
probably the first occupant of the Bungalow. 

In the year 1861, Mr. W. Bourne was posted as District Engineer at Raneegunge 
and Burrakur extension and he stayed in that Bungalow. 

The Bungalow is located at Kalka end of Raniganj Railway station near 
Municipality Building and it is made in old colonial architecture of slanted tiled 
roof, thick walls plastered with lime and brick mortar and granolithic flooring.  

Total land area of the Bunglow is 2782.66 SqM and its plinth area is 357.20 SqM.  
It consists of six rooms, three verandahs and one bathroom.  The bungalow is 
surrounded with a large garden adorned with a big Banyan and other shady tress. 

Subsequently the bungalow was converted into the official residence of Station 
Master Raniganj.  The bungalow was lying vacant since last three years and was in 
decrepit condition and whole campus was covered with wild vegetation and city 
refuse.  

It is interesting to note that historical significance of the bungalow was lost and 
only after serious attempts were made to trace the residence of District engineer, 
the present whereabouts of the bungalow could be discovered. The bungalow has 
been restituted and declared as heritage building. Renovation was done by 
Engineering department of Asansol Division with meager cost of 1.5 lakhs.  Rare 
heritage furniture of the era after restoration has been kept inside the heritage 
building. Walls are adorned with heritage photographs. 

The building is planned to be used as Supervisors‘ Rest House and Scouts‘ Den. 

 

Charles Coles Adley, First Railway Engineer of Raneegunge 
 

Charles Coles Adley, second son of the Rev. W. Adley, was born on the 10th of Sept, 
1828.   After acting for eighteen months as an Assistant Engineer on the Burdwan 
division, and for a year as Resident Engineer on the construction of the Raniganj 
division, he was appointed Superintendent of the Telegraph Department of the line. 
 
In 1858 Mr. Adley, in addition to his ordinary duties, founded the Engineers' 
Journal and Railway and Public Works Chronicle of India and the Colonies, 
published at Calcutta, of which he was the proprietor and editor. 
 
After the death of his wife, however, Mr. Adley entered in 1868 the service of the 
Public Works Department of the Government of India. His first duty was the design 
of the Small Arms Factory at Dum-Dum, in the province of Bengal, and he was 
highly commended by the Government for the completeness and rapidity of 
execution of that work. 
 
He was then engaged in designing drainage and irrigation works for the 
improvement of the famine and fever-stricken districts near the banks of the 
Hooghly. This duty he carried out with such energy that his health suffered 
materially, and he found himself compelled to resign the service. 
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Mr. Adley then devoted his attention chiefly to mining engineering, and became 
connected with the Nerbudda Coal and Iron Company and other similar 
undertakings in India. In consequence, however, of ill-health - he suffered from 
chronic asthma, the origin of which he attributed to employment in the marshy 
districts of Bengal - he retired from active work and returned to England in 1873. 
 

   

Heritage Structure of Bungalow No.39 at Raniganj 
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7.27   Eastern Railway High School/Primary Section/Asansol 

 

Brief History: Eastern Railway mixed Primary School is one of the oldest English 

Medium Schools in Asansol. It was established in 1905 by East India Railway to 

impart primary education to the wards of the employees of the East Indian 

Railways. It was earlier known as Anglo-Indian Railway School.  

 

Indian Schools of all the province and the Railways, the syllabus as well as the text 

books of all the Anglo-Indian schools were made identical in 1953.  Upto 1965 only 

persons of British origin were entrusted to be posted as headmistress of the school.  

 

Mrs. N Srikanth took over the charge of Headmistress of the school and she was 

the 1st Headmistress of the School from Indian origin. In 1967, the School was 

renamed as Eastern Railway Mixed Primary School. From the very beginning of its 

establishment till date it is an English Medium school.  

 

Till 1976, warden‘s training of civil defence was also imparted in this school 

campus. Data of all the students studying in the school in respect to their caste 

and financial condition, Qualification of the teachers, basic infrastructures etc were 

annually sent to the Govt. by the School Management.  

 

 
 
 

Heritage Structure of Eastern Railway High School/Primary Section 
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7.28   Eastern Railway Higher Secondary School, Asansol 

Brief History: This school, situated by the G T Road, was constructed in 1898.  

The grand structure of the school has a lot of story to speak about. After a few 

decades, since the railway transportation was shifted from Raniganj to Asansol, a 

lot of native Indians flocked at Asansol for employment. But they had no school 

nearby to get their wards admitted and neither they were interested in traditional 

education imparted in Toll and Madrasa. In 1886, a few enthusiasts started a 

school in an abandoned out-house at Old Station Colony. A few years later, the 

school was shifted to present Loco Colony at a premise called Tiffin Club. With the 

influx of students, the school was again shifted to Gol Ghar – an abandoned 

Recreational Centre by the side of G T Road (Gol Ghar is still in existence within 

the compound of Head Post Office, Asansol). Though the school was running 

successfully, it was not having any affiliation; therefore, a permanent building with 

all required infrastructures was constructed in the year 1898 at the present 

location of the School.  In the very next year, the School got the affiliation upto 

Class-VIII under the name ―East Indian Railway High English Indian School – by 

Calcutta University‖.  At that time, the School looked like a perfect ―C‖, the façade 

facing the G T Road, a huge play ground looking to the south – both without any 

obstruction.  The ambience was well lighted and airy. Primarily, there were eight 

class rooms, a big hall, rooms for ―manual‖ classes or craft classes.  The staff 

pattern at the initial stage, consisted of one Hd. Master and three Teachers, First 

Teacher, Second Teacher and Third Teacher and three Pundits, First Pundit, 

Second Pundit and Third Pundit. The School Managing Committee was headed by 

one Medical Officer who was the President and Secretary of the School Managing 

Committee, one person of the rank of Dy. Magistrate as the Vice President and 

Asstt. Secretary and two persons were nominated by the Divisional Head (Railway). 

Babu Raghunath Nayek was the first Head Master of the School (1900-1913). In 

the year 1932, the School was equipped with Science Laboratory which was the 

only one in the then Burdwan District.  
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Heritage Structure of Eastern Railway Higher Secondary School, Asansol 
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8.  Revival of Heritage Clocks in the Division 

What is time ? 
 

Standardisation of time has been a unique contribution of Railways in modern 
world.  The regions, which were majestically isolated earlier, lost their temporal 
identity after the advent of Railways. Time was a local matter set to the position of 
sun and each town set its clock accordingly. 

Railroads began to annihilate space and time by shrinking the travel time between 
cities from days or months to mere hours. However, these local times, which would 
change by one minute every twelve miles, became a scheduling nightmare due to 
multiplicity of time standards throughout the country. Railroad timetables in 
major cities listed dozens of different arrival and departure times for the same 

train, each linked to a different local time zone. Mistakes and errors were frequent 
and sometimes disastrous leading to frequent accidents.  

As soon as more than one train needed to run over a single line of track, a means 
had to be developed to prevent collisions. A ―time interval system‖ before the advent 
of modern communication network was developed .The rule was that a ruling train 
had right of one hour against the opposing train of the same class. As railroads 
grew bigger, the hour interval fell by the wayside, and shorter headways of 5 
minutes became an industry wide practice in US. 

Timetable operation required that all moving trains use a consistent standardized 
time and possible cumulative errors of clocks and watches involved in the 
movement of opposing trains would not exceed 3 minutes.   Railroad time was first 
introduced on the Great Western Railway in England in 1840, when a number of 
different local times were synchronised and a single standard time applied.  
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A Standard Time System, proposed by William F. Allen, established five equal 
time zones in the U.S. and Canada, each time zone exactly one hour ahead of the 
zone to its west, allowing the railroads to standardize railroad schedules. On 
October 11, 1883, the new Standard Time System was adopted, superseding some 
49 operating times. The railroads installed a Standard Clock in major stations. 
These were high quality pendulum regulators maintained to strict standards. In 
order to ensure these standard clocks were always correct, a time signal was 
transmitted by telegraph once every 24 hours, using the resources of the national 
observatory. The correction signal took the form of a string of dots at one second 
on, one second off intervals and was transmitted via Morse telegraphy for three 
minutes prior to the hour .This was followed by a 10 second silent period, then a 
dash at precisely 12:00 p.m. Station agents were thus given a way to spike 
(correctly set) the clocks at their location. 

 

In the very early days of Railways in India, local time was observed at each large 
city, in common with practice in most other countries at the time. Bombay and 
Poona, for instance, had their own local times differing by about 7 minutes. 
Calcutta was the administrative capital of India until 1912.  

 

Calcutta Time was 5 hours, 30 minutes, and 21 seconds in advance of GMT, while 
Bombay Time was 4 hours and 51 minutes ahead of GMT. However, over time, 
many Railway companies standardized on using Madras Time which was in 
between Bombay and Calcutta times, and often this, rather than Bombay time, was 
what was used in Indian timetables from the late 1880s onward, including the 
Newman's Indian Bradshaw, although this was far from universal. 
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The East Indian Railway, for instance, for a long while used Jabalpur local time, 34 

minutes and 6 seconds behind Calcutta Time. Madras Time, or 'Indian Standard 

Railway Time', or 'Railway Time' as it was often known, was 32 minutes and 49 

seconds behind Calcutta Time, i.e., 4 hours 57 minutes and 32 seconds in advance of 

GMT. Madras Time was, by the late 19th century, effectively used for Railway 

timetables over the whole subcontinent, across Lahore, Bombay, Calcutta, and 

Madras. Timetables for Bombay trains usually had the local times for trains printed 

alongside the Madras Time schedule, and trains arrived and departed according to 

the Madras Time schedule. 

Conductors and enginemen were always to compare their watches before starting 
on a run or before commencing work each day, other members of the train crew 
were to compare their watches with the conductor's or engineman's watch at the 
first opportunity. The railroad industry was called upon to create standards for 

watches which all railroads would eventually follow. By 1893 the General Railroad 
Timepiece Standards Commission presented new guidelines, referred to as 
the General Railroad Timepiece Standards.  EIR entered an agreement with M/S 
John Walker , the legendary watch & clock maker of London and ordered the bilk 
requirements on them.  The company proudly displayed its exclusive arrangement 
with EIR and advertisement by the company in London papers mentions : By 
appointment to the East Indian Railways. 

In our Division, six such vintage clocks majestically ticking away were spotted, one 
is in DRM‘s chamber, one is in Meeting Hall, one in official Residence of DRM and 
one is in Chamber of Sr.DFM, Sr.DSTE and one in Control Office.  A drive was 
launched all over Division for tracing, cataloguing and preserving such priceless 
heritage relics and five priceless relics lying in broken shape and dysfunctional for 
last fifty years were discovered which were restored and proudly displayed in all 
over the Division.  
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In order to ensure continuing accuracy and facilitate safe railroad operation almost 

all railroads required periodic watch inspection and time service rules were issued 

which required constant checking, comparison with standard clock and 

confirmation. You can trust rail road companies to issue elaborate check sheets 

and schedule forms to make it fail safe. 

Sample the guidelines:  We took it as a challenge to restore these streams proudly 
displays them in out meeting halls & offices.  

 It is suggested and recommended that employes when purchasing new watches for 
use in railroad service, should select 17 or 19 jeweled grades, which have steel 
escape wheels, sapphire pallets, double roller escapements, Breguet hairsprings, 
patent regulators, adjusted to temperature, isochronism and five positions. Besides 
the regular standard, 17 jewels, the 19 jeweled watches must have two bearings 
jeweled in the going parts of the mainspring barrel, to fill all the requirements.  

It was quite a challenge to repair these clocks as arranging spare parts & technical 
expatriates, skill sadly lost , is onerous.  But the perseverance and never say die 
attitude of Railway men finally prevailed and amongst all odds we could 
successfully salvage them.  These clocks are having Mahogany frame- 12-13―dia 
drum space type bezel, shrew printed dials.  

Time is a brisk wind, for each hour it brings something new... but who can 
understand and measure its sharp breath, its mystery and its design? 
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9.      Old Drawings & Documents 

 
In addition to restoration of old structures, drawings and documents of colonial era 
have been traced out and the same are being stored in digital format.  Further, the 
original drawings/documents are being preserved through archiving process. 
 
Special effort has been made by the Division to digitize all Drawings available in the 
Division – of stations buildings, of service buildings, of offices and other structures. 
 
 

10.    Re-establishing the Institutes as Centre of Cultural Heritage 

 

There are 5 big Institutes of colonial era situated in Asansol Division.  In that 

period, these Institutes were the hubs of cultural heritage.  Even after 
Independence, these Institutes continued their old glory but after 1980s, these 
have somehow been neglected and were in dismal condition.  However, Institute 
Revival Scheme was launched to revive the rich cultural heritage and reestablish 
the Institutes as the centre of culture. Through this scheme, cultural programmes 
are organized on last Friday of every month in one of the Institutes, to showcase 
the hidden talents amongst the staff and their family members. The scheme was 
started on 18.11.2017 and till date 12 such IRS programmes have been staged. 
 
 

   
       Chittaranjan Institute, Andal              L B Sashtri Institute, Madhupur  

 

   
          Durand Institute, Asansol                   Tagore Institute, Sitarampur 
 

 

Snippets of Institute Revival Scheme 
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11.     Illumination of Heritage Buildings 

 

Illumination of Asansol Station and development of Gardens in circulating area 

have been done as a part of Asansol Station Redevelopment.   Illumination of the 

entire station facade has been carried out at a cost of rupees 4 lakhs 

departmentally with only 1400 watt load against the estimates of rupees 35 lakhs 

plus by professional agency with 6 to 8 thousand watt load. 

Lighting has been planned to accentuate architectural elegance and aesthetics of 

the heritage building.  

Sprawling Lush Lawns have been provided in the circulating area to make it 

verdant, serene and converting into green oasis amidst urban cacophony and 

chaos. 

After having the estimates and colour scheme of professional agencies who wanted 

to give the station facade a garish night club look at an astronomical cost, the 

Division decided on a design, an eclectic mix of Venetian and Viennaese lighting 

style at a low cost to improve upon its old look with heritage beauty. 
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12.     Nomenclature Boards for Colony Roads 

 

 
Efforts were made to provide dedicated name boards for all roads in the Railway 
premises, colonies, station area etc. to clearly educate people about their 
destination. 
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13.    Mass Awareness 

 
Heritage Walk on 28.11.2018 

 
The most unfortunate fact of these heritage structures is that the common people, 
even the Railway employees do not know about the heritage values of the 
structures. As a part of mass awareness campaign and to observe World Heritage 
Week, maiden Heritage Walk was organized on 28.11.2018 to make people aware 
about heritage structures covering eight heritage sites, viz DRM‘s Bungalow, 
Bungalow No.8 (Old DVS Office cum residence), Asansol (Old DS‘s 
Bungalow/ROTC), Qr. No.205, Station Road (Old DS‘s Bungalow-cum-Office),  
Asansol Station, DRM‘s Office, Asansol, Eastern Railway High School/Primary 
Section.  As many as 200 people, including Railway officers and their families, 
members of Rail Enthusiasts‘ Society, representatives of Print & Electronic Media, 
Professors, teachers and students from schools and colleges, Bharat & Guides 

personnel and many common people participated in the maiden heritage walk.  The 
Heritage Walk ended with a grand closing ceremony at Durand Institute with 
cultural programme.  A Coffee Table Book named ―An Ode to Durand Institute‖ and 
a Brochure on action plan of Asansol Division for preserving the Heritage 
structures named ―Preserving the Past for Future‖ were unveiled by DRM/ASN and 
other dignitaries from Rail Enthusiasts‘ Society. 

 

 

 

The Statesman (29.11.2018) 
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Heritage Walk on 3.2.2019 

Second Heritage Walk was organised by Asansol Division on 03.02.19 commencing  

from E. Rly. Higher Secondary School Asansol (Boys' School) and ended at Durand 

Institute covering 3 more heritage railway structures, e.g. MS Bungalow, Scouts 

Den and Burlington to commemorate inaugural run of railway from Howrah to 

Raneegunge on 03.02.1855.  The walk was started from E. Rly. Higher secondary 

school, Asansol. The walk was concluded with a grand closing ceremony at Durand 

Institute, Asansol. 

DRM, ADRM, all Branch Officers and other officers, President/ERWWO, Members 

and Officials of ERWWO/ASN, representatives of Press & Electronic media, 

Professors and students of Asansol Engineering College, Members of Bharat Scouts 

& Guides, teachers and students of different railway schools participated in the 

Walk.  Afterwards, to recreate the historical day, a Light Goods Special ran from 

ASN - RNG  - UDL - STN and back to ASN. 

At these stations, different railway structures e.g. Raneegunge platform shed at PF 

No.4, District Engineer's Bungalow/Raniganj, PWI's Bungalow/Andal, Station 

Building/Sitarampur, CYM Bungalow/Sitarampur, Loco Foreman's 

Bungalow/Sitarampur, Tagore Institute/Sitarampur and artifacts of colonial era 

were exhibited. 
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Heritage Walk on 23.2.2019 

Third Heritage Walk was organised by Asansol Division on 23.02.19 commencing  

from E. Rly. Higher Secondary School Asansol (Boys' School) and ended at Eastern 

Railway High School (Primary Section) covering one more heritage railway 

structures, e.g. Subhash Institute.   

ADRM, all Branch Officers and other officers, representatives of Press & Electronic 

media, Professors and Members of Bharat Scouts & Guides, teachers and students 

of different railway schools participated in the Walk.   
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14.  Heritage based News Items published in various News Papers  

 

 
 

The Statesman 
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Dainik Jagaran/Asansol 

 

 
Bengali Daily – “Ei Somoy” 

 

15.      The Celebration 

 
Most of the people are unaware the historical value of the day 03rd February – it 
was the day when 1st train reached Raniganj, then spelt Raneegunge, on 1855.  
The opening of Raneegunge section was planned as the brightest event in the reign 
of Lord Dalhousie, surpassing the pomp and show of the earlier occasion: running 
of first train by EIR on 15th August 1854.  Ladies welcomed the train with blowing 
of conch shells and by putting vermilion over the locomotive as a mark of reverence 
to the new mysterious power, while small children were gazing in ignorant 
admiration.   It has been decided the first train journey from Howrah to Raniganj 
(Raneegunge) to be celebrated in gala manner on 03.02.2019 to let the common 
people aware of the importance of 3rd February and contribution of Railways in this 
industrial area.   
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16. Construction of experimental rail line to Raneegunge 

 

    ―Skill in engineering work implies the successful adaptation of the art of construction 
to varying circumstances.‖-- Lord Lawrence in his minutes on construction of 
Railroads in India 

    Construction of the experimental line started with a zeal and passion, 
unprecedented in history of India; the rush, the frenzy, and the enthusiasm to 
overcome the challenges, which the terrain of Bengal and nature never failed to 
provide in plenty, was simply astonishing. 

 It was truly an experimental line, an experiment intended to prove, whether the 
natives would avail themselves of the improved means of locomotion afforded by a 
Railway; whether in actual practice there were any serious obstacles to the 
construction of a Railroad in India; and whether its financial results would be such 
as to justify the Government in granting a guarantee to further extensions. – Edward 
Davidson (1868). The Railways of India: With an Account of Their Rise, Progress, 
and Construction 

The contract for the experimental line from Calcutta to Raneegunge was signed in 
August, 1849. Mr. George Turnbull, the Chief Engineer of the Railway company, 
reached Calcutta in May, 1850; and immediately embarked on the survey of the 
entire Howrah - Rannegunge section in oppressive heat of May and June by riding 
and in palkees, to determine the best route, finding that Probably there never was a 
country with people so rich and intelligent, in which roads were so few & travel so 

difficult. 

George Turnbull, chief engineer of East Indian Railway, reported various difficulties 
faced during construction of Railways: 

‖ Besides the magnitude of the works, the construction of a Railway was a novelty in 
India and a practical knowledge of the country, the people, and their language had to 
be acquired. The native had to be trained to accomplish tasks entirely foreign to 
anything he had seen or heard of before and the wonderful adaptability which 
enabled him to carry out, under European guidance, the construction of a railroad 
was in itself an indication that he would afterwards be able to take charge of its 
stations and goods sheds, maintain its permanent way and buildings, construct its 
engines and rolling stock, work its telegraph and carry out, often under the most 
trying circumstances and contending against all manner of difficulties, every kind of 
duty that would be likely to be required of him.‖-- The History of the East Indian 

Railway by George Huddleston. Published 1906 by Tracker, Spins and Co. 
 
The visionary focus on training was truly remarkable and it outlined the need for 
training Indians for maintenance & operation of Railways and for manufacturing of 
Engines & Rolling stocks in future.  
 
The expenditure of £1,000,000 (Rs One Crore) was sanctioned for the first section, 
viz., from Howrah, opposite Calcutta, to Raneegunge, viá Pandooah and Burdwan.  
 

The question of the construction of a double or single line of Railway was dealt with 
by Mr. Simms, the consulting engineer, in a very pragmatic manner; for the Court 
of Directors, while sanctioning a capital of one million only, had expressed an 

opinion that "it would be unwise to make the experiment upon a single line." 

 

 

 

https://www.gracesguide.co.uk/George_Huddleston
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Mr. Simms did not agree with this. He made some calculation regarding the 

probable cost of constructing Railroads in India, and came to the following 

conclusions:— 

That a double line would cost £10,237 per mile, while a single line would cost £ 

6,673 per mile 

And, that as the money available for the construction of the experimental Railway 

was £ 950,000/., that sum would allow of the construction of 92 miles of double line 

or 142 miles of single line. Consequently, if a double line were made, the Railway 

would fall about twenty-three miles short of the proposed terminus in the coal-field ; 

and as such a plan would not be accepted. 

He recommended the experimental line to be constructed with embankments and 

brickwork for a double line, but carrying only a single line of rails. This method of 

construction seemed to him applicable not only to the Railroad between Calcutta 

and Raneegunge, but also to all proposed extensions in India, and this advice has 

in practice been acted on. 

 

Acquisition of land, that too in such a massive scale, running across villages, towns 
and regions, disrupting innumerable rural and urban settlements, upsetting their 
ways of life forever, was unprecedented. Considering the enormous difficulties faced 
in acquisition and lack of clear ownership records, it was decided that land would 
be acquired by Government and would be handed over free of cost to EIR. Company 
took possession of its first tract of land from valuation commissioner in January 
1851.  
 
Government paid 40 Rs per Bigha, at the rate of 2 Rs per Bigha for twenty years, in 
case of permanent settlement ; and 20 Rs per Bigha ,at the rate of 2 Rs per Bigha 
for 10 years, in case of temporary settlement. - Land Acquisition for the Railways in 
Bengal, 1850–62: Probing a Contemporary Problem- Smritikumar Sarkar 
 
For a little over 1,633 bighas of land under permanent occupation, the total payment 

amounted to only Rs 65,320.50 The government did not distinguish between different 

types of land, their location or uses, as it made separate payment for the 

superstructure—houses, huts, walls, ponds or tanks and ghats. The government 

repeatedly urged upon the people to make a little sacrifice for a good cause. The 

Court of Directors was under the impression that in view of the immense benefits to 

be derived from the Railways passing through their localities; landowners would 

hand over their property on ‗moderate terms‘.-Report by Charles Lushington, 

Selections from the Records of the Bengal Government, No. IV, Appendix M, p. 

xxviii 

 

The construction of the first phase of the EIR line, 41 miles between Howrah and 
Pundooa, had dislocated about 2,639 houses. Out of these, only 97 were brick-built 
houses, including European dwellings at Howrah and those in the Shrirampur–
Seoraphuli–Baidyabati route. The natives, however, were ejected from their holdings 
in rather summary fashion, without any prospect of immediate compensation, till the 
ownership of land was established. On the whole, the average cost of the properties 
taken over amounted to Rs 8,493 per mile, a paltry sum by any measure. 
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Besides an interval of 28 miles between Howrah and Pandooah, which was in the 

hands of the contractors, the Court of Directors had sanctioned the construction of the 

line from Pandooah to the  Raneegunge Collieries -- a distance of 81¼ miles — and 

throughout this extent had been selected and marked out on the ground, and the 

land surveys of nearly 31 miles were complete‖ 

In order to expedite construction activities, EIR decided to outsource the work, first 
time in country; and the line to Raneegunge was allotted to five separate 
contractors: 
 

Messrs. Hunt, Bray, and Elmsley .. .. 26 miles Howrah to Hooghly. 

Messrs. Burn and Co.                        10 miles Hooghly to Pundooah. 

Messrs. Remfrey (first let to Mr.  

Daniel, of Calcutta) .                          5 miles Pundooah to Bainchee. 

Mr- Damel                                         11miles Bainchee to Mundeepoohur. 

Mr. Ryan                                           10 miles Mymaree. 

Messrs. Burn and Co                         22 miles to Burdwan. 

Messrs. Bray and Emsley                   36 miles Coolool to Raneegunge. 

 
EIR had initially wanted to hire the British contractors, who had the prior 
experience in constructing Railways in UK. Offer of one such contractor, Mr. 
Jackson, was forwarded to Board of directors by Mr. Turnbull and Stephenson, but 
Board in its wisdom, did not approve the offer, suspecting huge profit margin and 
instead, advised to outsource the work to local firms headed by domiciled 
Europeans. 
 
Directors of the Railway company, or rather their Managing Director, Mr. Macdonald 

Stephenson, had made in London great efforts to induce some of the great contractors 

of England to undertake the construction of Indian Railways ; but, excepting a Mr. 

Jackson, all held back ; thinking, apparently, that the profits to be obtained on 

contracts so strictly supervised by Government as those for Railways in India, would 

not be sufficiently large to warrant their entering upon the business. Mr. Jackson of 

London, in August, 1849,sent in a tender, however, for the first 70 miles out of 

Calcutta, at a rate between £8000/. and £9000/. Per mile ; agreeing to the condition 

that the distance should be opened for traffic within three years from the date of 

acceptance of the tender. Mr. Jackson's proposal was favourably received, and 

recommended by the Directors of the East Indian Railway Company; but after a 

consideration of three months by the Honourable Court, and the Board of Control, it 

was rejected without any reason being alleged for its being declined. 

 

 If Mr. Jackson's tender was unobjectionable in other respects, as it is understood to 

have been; the rate, instead of deterring the home authorities from accepting it, 

should have had an exactly opposite tendency: for £8000/. Per mile, for a completed 

line, is more moderate than the cost at which any Railway in India has been 

finished. 
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But, it was erroneously assumed, that Railways could be constructed in India for 

about  £5000/. a-mile, and a great opportunity to deploy experienced contractors 

was missed.  

The contracts in India were made, however, somewhat hastily, and on imperfect 

information, and though they were entered into with the sanction of the 

Government of India, yet the contracts did not receive their cordial approval. It was 

known to Colonel Baker, the Consulting Engineer to the Government, that the men 

who tendered had, in some instances, little capital; that the time stipulated was too 

short for the work to be completed ;he expected that there would be a partial 

failure, as proven subsequently.  

Still, as the Managing Director, Mr. Stephenson, wished to give the contract system, 

as obtainable in India, a trial ; as the tenders were in themselves fair, and as the 

men said they had capital, and were anxious to proceed with their work, their offers 

were accepted. Excepting, however, Messrs. Hunt, Bray, and Elmsley, of London, 

Messrs. Burn and Co., of Calcutta, and Messrs. Norris and Co. subsequently, all 

failed to carry out their agreements; and one by one the lengths had to be taken out 

of their hands, and the works completed by the engineers of the Railway company 

themselves. 

Turnbull would closely monitor their progress and take monthly stock of bricks in 
hand with each contractor. In his report to the agent, he states that Messrs. Burn 
and Hunt will in all probability finish their contracts by the end of 1853 ; that Mr. 
Ryan may possibly do so, but that Mr. Daniel certainly will not. Mr. Ryan, however , 
is reported as completely misunderstanding his position as a contractor, and as quite 
ignoring all orders and instructions given by the engineers of the Railway company. 
 
In consequence of this report, Mr. Daniel's contract was taken out of his hands, 
with the sanction of the Governor-General. Some small quantity of work was done 
by a firm which appears to have been Mr. Daniel's security — or rather Mr. 
Jackson's, Mr. Daniel's senior partner— but who was allowed to withdraw from the 
contract at an early stage; but the arrangement evidently proved unsatisfactory, for 
in October, 1853, Lord Dalhousie sanctioned the completion of that portion of the 
line by the Railway company under the supervision of their own Resident Engineer. 
 
In one of the monthly report , he eloquently states that though the Company is not 
compelled to build magnificent viaducts over pathways ―crossed by a single 
milkmaid once a year, as was done in Britain, ‖but we have still to contend with an 
alluvial soil, with a  country pierced in every direction by creeks, ponds, and rivulets, 
and a deficiency of labour, particularly in the building department, which is said to 
have given some of the native sub-contractors an excuse for enlisting into their 
service, workmen who would be more in their places in the stable, than handling 
trowel and plumb-line.‖  
 
How prophetic were his words, even now, 168 years later, we find untrained farm 
hand trying their skills in laying and maintenance of tracks, for want of trained and 
certified workers hired by contractors. 
 
Still, notwithstanding these failures, 95 miles out of the 121 from Calcutta to 
Raneegunge were executed by contract, but the contracts included only excavation, 
earth work, masonry, ballast, and laying the rails.   Messrs. Hunt, Bray, and 
Elmsley were able to complete their work earlier than the target and earned much 
appreciation for their professional conduct and quality of work. 
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The iron-work of the bridges was ordered by the Railway Company in England, was 

imported by them, and was erected under the supervision of their own engineers.  

The embankments on this length were made with very flat slopes to resist the 

action of the floods, from which much danger was apprehended. A slope, of 5 to 1, 

was initially kept, and in a great portion of the length, this form was maintained. 

As there were no cuttings in the alluvial plains of the Ganges, all the earth needed 

for the banks had to be excavated from pits near the toe of the slope.  

The section at first prepared required no less than thirty-four acres of land per mile 

; but this section was subsequently modified at Colonel Kennedy's suggestion, so 

as to require 11.5 acres per mile for permanent occupation. 

The average height of the banks in the delta of the Ganges was 6 feet, and the 

width of the embankment was 33 feet at top. The gradient was unexceptionably 

good throughout the 121 miles, and there was a slight descent from the coal-pits to 

Calcutta, which proved to be a decided advantage for peculiar nature of a mineral 

traffic in loaded direction. 

 

The earthworks were exposed for two rainy seasons, before the ballasting was laid, 

to ensure stability of embankment and to preclude possibilities of accident from 

slipping of bank.    

                                                               
Railways in Bengal; --By William Patrick Andrew  

 

The gigantic amount of earthwork, more than 289 millions cubic feet of earth (258 

millions of cubic feet of earthwork in bank, 7 millions of cubic feet of excavation in 

tanks, and 24 millions of cubic feet in foundation) at a total cost of 11,68,000 

Rupees, had to be removed while constructing 121 miles of Rail lines between 

Howrah and Raneegunge.  

 

The ballasting in those days consisted chiefly of burnt clay, laid on the top of the 
earthworks to the depth of about two feet, in which the wood or iron sleepers would 
be imbedded. The gross amount 
of this work, which was more expensive than the actual embankment, was about 
twenty-one and a quarter millions of cubic feet, at an aggregate cost of thirteen 
lahks and seventy-five thousand      Rupees.- --Railways in Bengal; --By William 
Patrick Andrew 
 
EIR, in a pioneering move, introduced the concept of maintenance of line in 
construction contract and stipulated that line should be maintained for twelve 
months after completion, to keep a check over construction quality.  
 
Bridges & Via ducts: 
 
The country traversed by the Railroad being very low and subject to floods and 

inundation, a very large number of flood arches were provided.  River Damoodah, 

The sorrow of Bengal, used to burst its banks nearly annually, and embankments 

on the right of the river were removed to control the bursting of banks and flash 

floods. 
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―Although the absurd restrictions in force in England have not been so peremptorily 
insisted upon in Bengal, the number of bridges and waterways appear sufficient to 
meet any possible contingency, and is perhaps a little in excess of the actual 
acquirements of the line.  

 

There were about 212 culverts of dimensions not exceeding 12 feet, and many of 

course much smaller, in the first 26 miles from Calcutta ; and no less than 360 in the 

next 16 miles, many of the openings being as much as 15 feet each. In the 

Raneegunge district, 36 miles in length, there were 175 culverts varying from 12 feet 

in span downwards. In the Burdwan division of 43 miles in length, flood arches were 

provided in great numbers, but the reports on record are silent regarding them.  

There were five large bridges in the 121 miles, over the Bailee Khal, the Sursuttee, 

the Mugra, and Bankah; 

The bridge over the Mugra Khali, which was nearly the first, if not the first, iron 

bridge erected by a Railway company in India, consisted of three spans of four 

Warren's girders. There were two girders for each line, and in 1858, one set of 

girders rested on wooden and the other on brick piers. The length of the girders 

was 85 feet, and their depth was 6 ft. 3 in. The area of the cast-iron plates in top at 

centre of the span was 62-25 square inches, but the dimensions of the plates 

diminishing from the centre of the span to the piers, the area of the cast-iron plates 

was there 52X19 square inches. 

Girders were tested with a load of 58 tons, the deflection in motion was -9/16 th of 

an inch, and when stationary, 1/2 inch. The weight of the platform on one span 

was 15 tons. All the bridges proved to be quite sturdy and except for rattling sound 

& good deal of supervision, have borne a constant and very heavy mineral traffic. 

Chief engineer Turnbull had wanted to construct wooden bridges in EIR for their 

cheapness; ease of construction like American Railroads, but consulting engineer 

Mr. Simms did not recommend the use of wood due to rapid rotting and advised to 

use Iron Bridge. 

Some of the bridges, however, were in the first instance, constructed of wood for 

the purpose of hastening the opening of the line; but by the end of 1859, all the 

wooden structures had been replaced either by girders or brick arching. 

 Altogether between Howrah and Raneegunge, there were 1029 yards of bridging 

and 6690 yards of culverts and flood openings. 

 

Mr. Turnbull, on 6th Aug 1850, submitted plan for box girder bridge, with three 80 
feet spans, to cross the Bailee Khal, but consulting engineer Kendell advised him to 
use, recently patented, still to be proven for large scale Rail road application, 
Warren truss design instead; an example of using the latest technique in Rail road 
construction. -- History of Technology, Volume 11, edited by Norman Smith  
 
Major J. P. Kennedy. Consulting Engineer to the Government of India, introduced 
the system of monthly reporting of the progress, ubiquitous MCDO, we find in all 
the Railway offices. 
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―I am persuaded that the most effectual mode of ensuring an efficient and economical 
application of funds in the construction of engineering operations is that of bringing 
under the frequent periodical revision of the controlling authority an abstract view of 
the total expenditure incurred, together with the corresponding progress effected in 
the work, and the consideration of all matters affecting its interests.  
 
I am anxious therefore at once to establish this principle at monthly intervals, and 
accordingly I beg now to offer the first Monthly Progress Report of the operations 
under the East Indian Railway Company, consisting of an abstract of the outlay from 
the commencement, as furnished by the Accountant‘s Department, and an abstract of 
the work effected, as furnished by the Engineering Department, showing the whole of 
the expenditure and the corresponding work done from the commence‖. 
 

- Selections from the records of the Government of India(Home Department),-
report on the proposed Railways in Bengal -  Calcutta Carbery, Military 
Orphan Press 1853 

 
 
First Railway Engineer of India: 
 
 If any pioneer of Railway construction deserves a memorial to his name, If one 
person, who can be credited with laying of Rail lines in India against all odds, and 
personally led the construction work from the front, he was George Turnbull , the 
Chief Engineer responsible for construction from 1851 to 1863 of the first Railway 
line from Calcutta (the then commercial capital of India): the 541-mile line to 
Benares en route to Delhi. He was rightly acclaimed in the Indian Government's 
Official Gazette of 7 February 1863 paragraph 5 as the "First Railway engineer of 
India". 
 
One illustration, a trifling one compared with the unlooked for obstacles which 
confronted him during the mutiny, will suffice to show this. In England, the hostility 
to a Railway invading the rights of landowners is smoothed away by Act of 
Parliament. It was far otherwise in India in Mr. Turnbull‘s time, and as Government 
shrank from the necessary action the Engineer had to settle matters himself. In a 
particular instance Mr. Turnbull on his own authority cut a lane, 100 feet wide, 
through jungle and other impediments from Howrah up to Chandernagore and 
braved the consequences. As it happened, no litigious results followed, but the Chief 
Engineer was warned not to do the like any more. 
 
Mr. John Marshman, the editor of ―The Friend of India,‖ and Mr. Turnbull‘s personal 
friend, on hearing of this exclaimed, ―Well! there has not been such an act of 
audacity performed in these parts since the time Admiral Watson opened fire upon 
the Dutch fleet in the Hooghly when we were at peace with Holland.‖ .‖-- The 
History of the East Indian Railway by : George Huddleston 
 

Mr, Turnbull received, a well deserved eulogy from Lord Elgin, for his outstanding 

contribution: ―His Excellency the Viceroy will not fail to bring to the favourable notice 

of Her Majesty's Government, the long and excellent services of Mr. Turnbull, who, 

having been the first Railway engineer employed in India, has now happily seen the 

portion of this great work on which he was more particularly engaged brought to a 

close after many years of arduous and persevering labour, under circumstances of 

unusual difficulty, with the most complete satisfaction to his employers and to the 

Government, and to the highest credit to himself." 

He was a clever engineer, an able designer, and a courteous gentleman; and though 
somewhat defective in administrative power.- ―Edward Davidson (1868:). The 
Railways of India‖ 
 

https://www.gracesguide.co.uk/George_Huddleston
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Turnbull was offered a knighthood  for his role in constructing Railways in India, but 
declined it as he felt that he did not have sufficient money to live to the standard he 
felt was needed. 
  
The ironwork for the single line, one of the most expensive portions of the work, 
had to be imported and orders were placed for eighteen tons of Rails at a cost of 
eleven Lakhs of Rupees. Consulting engineer F.W.Simms in his report to F.J 
Halliday  Secretary to the Government of India, showing remarkable foresight and 
vision, strongly recommended for adoption of 84 lbs Rails, the heaviest of any yet 
employed in England, for improved comfort and safety. 
 
―but with respect to the weight of the rails, 84 lbs. to the yard, I would also most 
strongly recommend their adoption, as combining the greatest utility and ultimate 
economy.  
 
By the adoption of lighter rails a saving might be effected in the first instance, but 
impressed as I am with the importance of having a substantial Permanent Way, I am 
inclined to disregard any such saving in comparison with the whole cost, and the 
solid advantages to be derived from having good upper works to the Railway, both 
as to ultimate outlay and comfort and safety in travelling.‖ 
 

- Selections from the records of the Government of India(Home Department),-
report on the proposed Railways in Bengal - Calcutta Carbery, Military 
Orphan Press 1853 
 

Rails were of wrought iron, in lengths of14 to 20 feet, with an allowance of one-
tenth for sidings or passing places, and station rails. The weight of the chairs 
amounted to about 4,000 tons, one-eighth of which was supplied by the Porto Novo 
iron works at rupees 60 a ton, and the total cost was about rupees 1,90,000. The 
keys of compressed wood by which the chairs are fastened to the Rails, and the 
pins by which they are secured to the wooden sleepers, numbered about one 
million and a quarter, and cost some sixty thousand Rupees.  
 
Mr. Macdonald Stephenson had wanted to use cast iron annealed  Rails and sent 
the recommendations of Mr. R. Brunton, the engineer of Porto Novo Iron works, 
but, consulting engineer Mr. Simms did not approve of  cast iron Rails and advised 
to use wrought iron Rails only. 
 
The estimate gives further details about iron sleepers and chairs ―Moreover, in the 
Raneegunge district, there are twenty miles, which it is intended to lay entirely with 
iron sleepers and chairs combined, and for this work 2,750 tons of cast iron will be 
required at an expense of rupees 2,28,000 and 577 tons of wrought iron at an 
expense of rupees 60,000. The completion of the operation by laying the permanent 
way for 121 miles, with twelve of sidings, and the station rails, will cost about 
rupees 6,50,000, but this includes the transport of the materials from the ship's side 
by the contractor to any place at which they may be required.‖ 
 

Cast iron sleepers would face lot of teething troubles and frequent breakages were 

reported under higher speed or load:. ―Cast iron sleepers, designed by Mr. Turnbull, 

bore the traffic of slow and steady trains well; but proved quite unable, with the 

ballast procurable in Bengal, to sustain the passage of ordinary trains at a rate of 

thirty miles an hour, or that of heavy coal-trains, weighing 313 tons. Mr. Turnbull 

therefore recommended that the use of cast-iron sleepers should be discontinued; 

and in support of his advice mentioned that during 1856 the breakage of cast-iron 

sleepers had been at the rate of 1.8 per mile per month, but that in the first half of 

1857 the breakage rose to 4.35 per mile per month, and was constantly on the 

increase.  
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However Greaves' cast iron pot sleepers were laid with great success later in Madras 

& GIPR, as fine sandy ballast, with which the pots could be readily filled, was there 

found ; but with the ballast of kunkur, gravel,and broken bricks or clay, usually met 

with in the northern provinces of India, the pots could not well and satisfactorily be 

filled.‖ 

--- Edward Davidson (1868). The Railways of India: With an Account of Their Rise, 

Progress, and Construction 

 

―The cost of clearing away jungle, and excavating the roots of trees was about 
Rupees 82,000, an expense which is to be attributed to the necessity of effectually 
preventing the roots of Peepul and other trees from dislocating the brickwork, or 
disturbing the embankment, an evil which will be estimated at once, by any Indian 
resident, who has ever enjoyed the luxury of seeing a Peepul spread itself through 
the wall of his house, with the certainty that it must ultimately bring it down.‖ 
 
Finally, the stations, together with such apparatus as ―turn-tables,‖― water cranes,‖ 
―switches,‖ &c., will cost about six lakhs of rupees, there are about 140,000 cubic 
feet of teak, Saul, and other timber, costing rupees 3,85,000, about rupees 25,000 
of miscellaneous ironwork, rupees 32,000 for metalling ordinary roads, and Rupees 
23,000 for gates at level crossings.  
 
The Electric Telegraph, moreover, for the use of the line, will cost about rupees 
6,000, and the expense of fencing, which has been allowed to stand over for the 
present, is estimated at three lakhs of rupees. Entire track was fenced to prevent 
trespassing, though the fencing would be repeatedly stolen. 
 
House of commons  enquiry report ,dt.14 th May 1861, stated :- 
 
―The attention of the Government having been drawn to the condition of the fences 

along the line of the East Indian Railway in Bengal, inquiries were made on the 

subject, when it was ascertained that the fences were incomplete in many places, 

and that the Railway chief engineer, with whom the responsibility of keeping them in 

efficient condition rested, had long been aware of the fact. The wooden fences 

required almost entire renewal, and there was apparently an unwillingness to incur 

the expense because of the difficulty of protecting them from the natives, who carried 

of portions whenever they had an opportunity of doing so unperceived .----East India 

[Progress and Condition] Statement Exhibiting the Moral and material progress of 

India— India office 14 may 1861-house of commons report 

 
Magnitude of the work, planning and accuracy can be gauged from the summary 
sheet of estimate: 
 
Distance 121 miles.                                     Rupees 
 
Earthworks, 289 millions of cubic feet . .  11,68,000 
Ballasting, 21.25 millions of cubic feet . . 13,75,000 
Brickwork, 73 millions of cubic feet  .       16,00,000 
Rails, 18,000 tons                                    11,00,000 
Chairs, 4,000 tons             .                        1,90,000 
Keys, 1,20,000 .                                             60,000 
Cast-iron rails for Rameegunge district, 
 2,750 tons.                                                 2,28,000 
Wrought iron for ditto, 577 tons .                   60,000 
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Laying down rails               .                        6,50,000 
Clearing jungle .                                             82,000 
Station and station apparatus  .                   6,00,000 
Timber .                                                       3,85,000 
Miscellaneous iron-work                                 25,000 
Metalling roads and gates .                             58,000 
Fencing   of track     .                                   3,00,000 
                   
                  Total                                      78,81,000 
--Railways in Bengal; pages45-46) --By William Patrick Andrew 
 
 Enormous increase in the price of iron was observed later caused chiefly by a 
sudden expansion of the American demand, and the rise in freight since the 
discovery of gold in Australia. 
 
It was estimated that the cost of the first section will not exceed rupees 73,000 a 
mile, which, with the addition of rupees 16,000 for surveying, engineering and 

management, makes a total expenditure of rupees 90,000, £9,000 a mile. This 
includes locomotive engines, carriages, wagons, and other rolling stock, sufficient 
for one opening of the line, and certainly represents a result as gratifying as it was 
unexpected, and one which will go far to secure the early extension of Railway 
communication throughout the east. 
 
As per East Indian Railway Report, No. 6 dt. 19th March 1853, From George 
Turnbull, Esq., to the Chairman and Directors of the East Indian Railway, 
estimated expenditure for construction of 121 Miles from Howrah to Raneegunge, 
including Howrah and other stations, was shown Rs 88,04,087, 13 Anna  5 Paise , 
translating to Rs 72,761per mile. 
 
 
Laying the Brickworks: 
 
Bricks proved to be a major challenge for EIR engineers, as millions of high quality 

bricks were required for construction of via ducts, flood water arches and masonry 

bridges apart from various Railway buildings. Rails, iron sleepers and Rolling 

stocks would be imported but importing millions of bricks was not a practical 

proposition.  

Indian brick laying skill was quite primitive: bricks made by natives are so badly 

manufactured, that they cannot be relied on. A native takes any clay that happens to 

be near at hand, digs it up, wets it, kneads it with his feet for a short time, and then 

moulds the bricks on the ground, and leaves them to dry in the hot sun and wind. 

Bricks so made are badly tempered, badly shaped, and are, besides, usually 

cracked and badly  burnt. 

 
The EIR Co. had to spend £ 1,500 per mile of the line for viaducts and bridges 
alone. The construction of 84.5 miles of the EIR line, between Howrah and 
Bardhaman , involved the use of 40.5 million bricks.  
 
Seventy three millions of bricks were required for constructing bridges and via 
ducts in the experimental line to Raneegunge; and manufacturing bricks in such 
large quantities, that too within a set timeframe soon emerged as a major 
bottleneck.  
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Mere numbers was not the only problem; under the terms of the contract, 
construction companies had to locate brick kilns far away from human habitation.  
 
Then, again, good earth for bricks could be had only at a few places; moreover, only 
a thin layer at the surface was workable. Turnbull complained to the chairman of 
the EIR Co. that ‗Little or no progress has been made in brick-making for want of 
land‘. This vexed problem continued to haunt the companies in charge of the 
construction of different Railway sections. 

 

Brick kilns were set at a few locations, where superior bricks in flame kilns as per 

American plan, as stipulated in the contract, would be manufactured. 

Some of the brick fields were located ‗at a considerable distance from the line‘, thus 
adding to the ‗cost of carting the bricks to the working site‘. Further, the 
construction companies always tried to locate brick kilns as close as possible to 

their working sites and thus inconvenienced the local people.  
 

It was construction against all odds, Mr. Rendel in his speech to shareholders had 

said :‖ that the shareholders would be glad to learn that already forty-five miles of 

their line had been completed from Calcutta. There were engineering difficulties to 

contend with in India, which people at home could not possibly conceive. Yet he was 

bound to say that the works executed on their Indian lines were equal to any of the 

kind done in this country; several large bridges had been built over nullahs and 

rivers near Hooghly, and on exceedingly treacherous, sinking and shifting ground. 

Yet no failures had happened nor had any accidents taken place, though since the 

planning of their Railway, heavier floods had risen in Bengal than had been 

witnessed since the days of Clive.‖ – The history of the East Indian Railway by 

George Huddleston-Chapter 1 

Though ,a great proportion of the Engineers ,who commenced the Railway works 

did not live to see them completed ; they succumbed to hard work in a climate then 

often deadly; still with steadfast resolve and passionate dedication, they pursued 

the objective against all the odds, which had always been cited against the 

construction of Railways in India: frequent floods & inundations, violent winds & 

scorching heat, the ravages of insects & vermin, destructive effects of spontaneous 

growth of vegetation , the unenclosed and unprotected tracts of country and lack of 

skilled manpower.  

 

The construction of experimental line to Raneegunge was a great undertaking and 
its completion was a great morale booster for EIR in view of the fact there was 
scarcely a single line longer in Great Britain than the one from Howrah to 
Raneegunge. 
 
Railways in Bengal; being the substance of a report addressed to the  
chairman of East india Company By William Patrick ANDREW (Sir.) 
 

The first foot of land was made over to the contractors on the 25th of January, 

1851, and by the 25th of January, 1855, the entire line from Howrah to the 

Collieries will be open for traffic.120 miles have been completed in four years. It 

had taken more than six years to complete The London and Bristol line, which is of 

the same length.—Allen‘s Indian mail July 3 1855 
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It proved that it was as easy to make a Railroad in India as in England, and that 

the natives appreciated the Railroad keenly and used it largely. These 

circumstances encouraged Lord Dalhousie to recommend, and the Court of 

Directors to adopt, the enlarged scheme of Railways for India, paving the way for 

rapid growth of Railways in the country. 

 

It would fundamentally change the country which was practically stationary, where 

generation after generation had passed away, leaving the habits and the customs of 

the people more unchanged than those of any other race of which history bears 

record. 
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17.    Inaugural Journey : Train to Raneegunge 
 
Iron and steam has civilized the mankind, let‘s give India the benefit of discovery. 
 
The first train in eastern India started its maiden journey on 15th August 1854, 
from Howrah to Hooghly, to arouse and awaken the eastern world from deep 
slumber.  
 
A fortnight later, the line was extended up to Pundooah and within six months, 
laying of tracks up to Raneegunge, the experimental line of  the first division, was 
completed. Both the sections, Pundooah to Burdwan and Burdwan to Raneegunge, 
were thrown open for coaching and freight services on 3rd february 1855.--The 
History of the East Indian Railway by George Huddleston.  
 

The first train to Raneegunge made its inaugural run from Howrah on Saturday, 
the 3rd February 1855, the day forces of technology were unleashed with 
introduction of Railways in the region to fulfill economic and military aims of East 
India Company. 
 
The opening of the section from Howrah to Raneegunge, a distance of one hundred 
and twenty miles was widely covered in local Calcutta papers.  Immense crowd of 
spectators, including the leading members of Calcutta society, had gathered at 
both sides of river Hooghly to watch the spectacle. A horse light field battery from 
Dumdum was in attendance at the Calcutta side of the river adding pomp and 
livery to the show.  Ferry ghauts at both side of rivers, jetties and Howrah station 
terminus were tastefully decorated with evergreens,   flowers, streamers and 
banners. The opening of Raneegunge section was planned as the brightest event in 
the reign of Lord Dalhousie, surpassing the pomp and show of the   earlier 
occasion: running of first train by EIR on 15th August 1854, 
 
Lord Dalhousie, the Governor General, being quite unwell, only inspected the 
arrangements and flagged off the train after a nineteen- gun salute, but did not 
board the train.  The special train, carrying fifteen carriages, the longest train in 
Railway history of India, left Howrah at 9.40 after the reading of prayers by the 
Lord Bishop of Calcutta.  
 

Advertisement of the proposed opening of the section and tentative timings as 
appearing in the local Calcutta paper Harkaru (Calcutta) 31 January 1855 
(reprinted in South Asian Research Centre for Advertisement, Journalism & 
Cartoons) makes an interesting reading. The inaugural special would start from 
Howrah from 9.30 and reach Burdwan 12.30, return journey was planned at 3.30 
P.M from Burdwan, after three hours of break for breakfast, toasts and 
celebrations. The ball would take place at town hall on 2nd February. 

It is important to note that the special train was not taken to Raneegunge. Guests 
would not have been able to reach Calcutta same evening as steamer services were 
not run by EIR at night between Howrah and Calcutta due to safety considerations. 
The second train as part of regular commercial service followed the inaugural 
special after half an hour. 
 
Initially during 1855-56, only three trains would run in EIR route, first train would 
go  up to Hooghly, second up to Pandooah and third would run up to Raneegunge.   
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The solitary coaching up train to Raneegunge would leave Howrah at 9.00 AM, 
reach Burdwan at 12.40 P.M and depart at 1.50 P.M, reaching Raneegunge at 4.42 
P.M on same day. The down train would leave Raneegunge next day at 9.10 AM 
and reach Howrah at 4.45 P.M on same day inclusive of a long halt of almost one 
hour at Burdwan from 12.02 P.M to 1.05 P.M. –Time table & fares, East Indian 
Railway Company Part viii page 61 
 
In addition to three coaching trains, one mixed train, consisting of goods wagons 
and one first class carriage, would leave Howrah 8.30 P.M. every night and would 
reach Raneegunge 6.35 A.M next day, the first incidence of running time tabled 
goods train in the world. Similarly in down direction the goods train along with first 
class carriage would leave Raneegunge at 8.30 PM every night and would reach 
Howrah at 7.40 AM the following day. 
 
 Advertisement as appearing in Harkaru: 

Opening of the East Indian Railway, by the most noble the Marquis of Dalhousie, K.T 
Governor –General, on Saturday, 3rd February 1855. 

The following arrangements have been made:- 

The party invited to attend the official inauguration, will meet at the Howrah station 
at quarter-past 9 o‘çlock precisely, when a prayer will be read by the right reverend 
by the Lord Bishop of Calcutta. 

The train will leave Howrah at half-past 9 o‘çlock, reaching Burdwan at about half-
past 12. 

Breakfast will be prepared at 1 o‘çlock at Burdwan 

The train will return from Burdwan at half-past 3 o‘clock. 

At breakfast the following order and limitation of toasts will be observed:- 

H.M The Queen 

H.R.H Prince Albert and the royal family 

The Governor-General of India 

The army and Navy 

The East Indian Railway Company 

The Engineers and Locomotive superintendent and contractors of the Railway 

The Commercial interests of India 

Dr. O‘Shaughnessy and the electric telegraph 

The ball will be given at the Town Hall, Calcutta. The 2nd February 1855. 

The order of toast was the Queen, Prince Consort, Royal family, the Governor 
General, the Army and Navy, EIR company, closely followed by the engineers and 
locomotive superintendent and contractors of the company.  
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One can see the importance given to contractors who were treated as equal 
partners in building the Railways those days and commanded equal respect.EIR 
was the first Railway company in the country to introduce outsourcing of Railway 
constructions, other Railway companies have been doing the work departmentally 
so far. 

Toast to commercial interest, similar to obeisance to goddess of wealth, how one 
can forget the prime objective of the whole endeavour. One finds the mention of 
only one official by name, other than Prince  Albert, Dr. O‘Shaughnessy. 

 Sir William O'Shaughnessy Brooke, a brilliant scientist, was an Edinburgh doctor 
of medicine and Fellow of the Royal Society, who introduced the first successful use 
of intravenous replacement therapy for treatment of cholera. His career in India 
was distinguished in several spheres: chemistry, drug clinical trials, science 
education, under water engineering, pharmacology in which he introduced 
cannabis indica to Europe, and in the field of electric telegraphy where he became 
the superintendent of telegraphs for India.  

Dalhousie, had recognised the singular contribution of Sir William O'Shaughnessy 

Brooke, and was instrumental in his knighthood.  Severely ill, Dalhousie was 

forced to return to England in 1855, and in the first letter he wrote when he landed 

at Southampton in 1856, he notes that one officer he recommended for knighthood 

had already been honored by the Queen, and "I am now going to fight for 

O'Shaughnessy (Director-General of Telegraphs) and Stephenson ( who built the 

first Railway)." As a result, O'Shaughnessy was knighted by Queen Victoria in 

1856.  

Opening of the Bengal Railways up to Raneegunge and laying of telegraph lines to 
Bombay and Madras, not only laid a modern network of communication and 
transport but played a major role during first war of independence, in tilting the 
balance in favour of East India Company. These proved to be invaluable tools of the 
empire. 

Dalhousie in 1855 was quoted as saying : "Yesterday the Bengal Railway was 
opened for 122 miles… Two days before, the electric telegraph was opened to the 
public from Calcutta to Bombay, to Madras, and to Attock on the Indus. Fifteen 
months ago not a yard of this was laid, or a signaler trained. Now we have 3050 
miles opened. The communication between Calcutta and Madras, direct by land, a 
month ago, took 12 days-- yesterday a communication was made, round by 
Bombay, in two hours. Again, I ask, are we such slow coaches out here?" (Baird 

1910: 336.)  

Referring to the opening of the Railway, one of the Calcutta papers, the Hurkaru, 
makes some very appropriate reflections upon it: terms it an event, which will be 
remembered in coming centuries and how it will be viewed by Government, 
Merchants, Army, Philanthropists, Ministers of Christ etc… 

―The official opening of the Indian Railway forms an era in our history. Centuries to 
come almanacs will tell our successors of the event, and chronicle the 3rd of 
February, 1855 as big with momentous interests for the welfare of India. We publish 
to-day a full account of the proceedings on Saturday last ; and to draw public 
attention to it is the very least that we can do. The circumstance will be viewed in 
numberless different lights, according to the views, the hopes, and the occupations of 
different men. Government will look to it as a means for developing the, resources of 
the country, and of multiplying the revenues of the state.  
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Merchants will look to it as the sure highway for the growth of their traffic, and the 
instrument for swelling their fortunes, the army will look to it as a means for 
concentrating power, for strengthening our military positions, and for insuring peace. 
The philanthropist will look to it as an agency for uprooting barbarism, for destroying 
the powers of social evil, and for bringing the people into contact with civilization. The 
ministers of Christ will look to it as facilitating their labours, and enabling them to 
penetrate into the remote regions of the land, to carry thither the sacred message 
with which they are intrusted. All these, and many more whom we cannot name, 
must have viewed that opening scene of the Railway on Saturday last with peculiar 
gratification, and each according to the conformation of their own minds with 
individual hopes and interests.‖- Allen's Indian mail and register of intelligence for 
British and foreign India, china, and all parts of the east-1855 volume-XIII 

All the stations en route were brightly decorated and local villagers of the area had 
assembled there to witness the historic event.     Running of the fire chariot evoked 
wonder, fear and reverence amongst most of people who had gathered all over the 
rail track to witness the train, the  majestic fire belching leviathan, capable to run 
in both directions without any external aid.   Ladies welcomed the train with 
blowing of conch shells and by putting vermilion over the locomotive as a mark of 
reverence to the new mysterious power, while small children were gazing in 
ignorant admiration.  

 

   The following from one of the papers will indicate the excitement created by the 

event : " To ignorant natives who understand nothing of the means by which the 

Aag ka Gahrie, or fire chariot, is moved, few things could have been more 

astounding or more convincing of the miraculous power possessed by the  English. 

One curious explanation was that the locomotive was made to go simply by the 

―Hookum or order of Lord Dalhousie !"  

 

The Sydney Morning Herald, Friday 25 May 1855, based on extracts from Calcutta 
papers of 6th and 8th February 1855 had reported: 
 
―About 8 a.m. numbers of those invited to proceed to Burdwan, arrived at the ghaut 
and were ushered through a long arcade, bowered over with flowers and evergreens, 
to the water's edge, where two steam-ferrys, engaged by the Railway Company for 
the occasion, and very tastefully decorated with evergreens, flowers, streamers and 
banners, conveyed them to the opposite bank of the Hooghly, where another bowered 
arcade led them to the interior of the Railway station. The terminus itself was also 
very tastefully decorated, and the  houses at the Ghauts at either side of the river, in 
the evening very brilliantly illuminated.  

Shortly after 9 o'clock, Lord Dalhousie, accompanied by his staff, arrived at the 
station, receiving from the battery at the Calcutta side, a salute of nine- teen guns. 
His Lordship looked pale, and in evidently delicate health. He excused himself from 
proceeding with the trains; but inspected the arrangements, and remained present 
until the first train started. The Bishop of Calcutta arrived previous to its departure. 
The entire company assembled amounted to nearly 700 individuals, including the 
leading Members of Calcutta Society, the Bishop, and a large number of the clergy ; 
the Judges of the Supreme Court, the Judges of the Suddur, and a great many 
notabilities connected with the civil service, the bar, army and navy.  The first train 
left Howrah, at twenty minutes to 10 a.m., and arrived at Burdwan at half-past 12. 
The various stations along the line were very neatly decorated, and large masses of 
the native population poured out from the various villages to obtain a glimpse of the 
largest trains that have as yet passed along the rail in India, each of them on this 
occasion numbering fifteen carriages.  
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The scene at Burdwan station  was immortalized in  a sketch  published  in the 
illustrated London news ,dated 14 April 1855 ,where the local populace,  commons 
on  feet and landlords  riding elephant,  alike  had thronged the station to witness 
the spectacle.   The exquisite arrangements made at Burdwan and return journey 
have been chronicled in details by the correspondent of Calcutta Papers: 

―At Burdwan another decorated passage led from the station to where breakfast was 
set, in the Governor-General's tents; and the entire party without the slightest delay, 
all evidently in the best possible appetite, partook of the repast, scarcely waiting till 
the Bishop, had breathed a prayer over it. As to the viands, they were of the best 
description, and with the wines, &c., refilled very great credit upon the purveyors: 
covers were laid for 700. This repast was followed by toasts and speeches, which 
took up a considerable time; nevertheless, all seemed to enjoy the occasion as one 
full of promise to India. The party having broken up, left the banqueting tents and 
moved towards the trains, the first of which left Burdwan at 20 minutes to 4, and 
arrived at Howrah at 20 minutes to 7, stopping at several of the intermediate 
stations. The second train arrived about half an hour afterwards. On the whole the 
day was as pleasant a one as perhaps Anglo-Indians have ever experienced in this 
country. The arrangements were all of the most excellent character, and reflected the 
highest credit upon every person connected with the Railway.‖ 

The inaugural train run to Raneegunge from Burdwan has been mentioned in the 
memoir of William Tayler(1808-1892), a famous civil servant, a magistrate and 
collector of Burdwan who later rose to be commissioner of Patna . A great crowd 
had gathered to witness the interesting event and as soon as signal was given and 
doors were opened, there rushed the youths helter skelter to enter the carriage. The 
whole carriage was jam packed, all the youths were huddled together but still the 
guard was pushing the people inside and finally the door was closed. A dog had 
entered the carriage in the melee and was merrily biting the exposed ankles of the 
passengers, pressed inside the coach, who were crying in agony. 

―The scene was supremely ludicrous , the stifling crowd squeezed together as with a 
vice, the weak melancholy tone and expression of the victims, complacent grin of the 
guard and the evident enjoyment of the spectators, formed such an absurd scene 
that shouts of laughter greeted the sufferers instead of sympathy‖.  Thirty-eight 

Years in India: From Juganath to the Himalaya Mountains : by William Tayler  
Publication date 1881 Publisher W. H. Allen 

 

 

https://archive.org/search.php?query=creator%3A%22William+Tayler%22
https://archive.org/search.php?query=date:1881
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Calcutta morning chronicle,February 5th,1855 edition called the event  as the best 
arranged, most perfect and most completely successful public ceremony, a 
testimony to the excellent arrangements made by EIR officials   : 
 
―The official opening of the East-India Railway took place on Saturday, February 3, 
and we can safely and sincerely say that, apart from the paramount interest and 
importance of the celebration itself, the whole affair was the best arranged, the 
most perfect, and the most completely successful public ceremony and rejoicing it 
has ever been our good fortune to witness in India. We are not here going even to 
touch upon the more elevated considerations necessarily suggested by a mention 
of, or reference to, this great and magnificent public work,—to the value, the 
immediate usefulness, and the brilliant future promises and results of which it 
would be totally impossible to do anything like justice in the columns of a daily 
journal, and which suggest themselves so strongly, so numerously, and so 
impressively to the mind of even the least thinking and reflecting person, that to 
attempt to embody and convey them in words is, we freely confess, beyond the 

reach of our capacity, and the scope of our literary pretensions. In confining 
ourselves to a mere sketch of the ceremony, and the excursion and entertainment 
that took place on Saturday, we conceive that we are doing more justice to the 
splendid and mighty public work, to celebrate the opening of which so many 
persons were collected, than if we were to make a necessarily feeble attempt to 
portray to them and to the public the varied and elevated sentiments which the 
inauguration of the Great Indian Railway, on Saturday last, cannot, we should 
think, have failed to arouse in the breast of every person who had the good fortune 
to be, present at, and to share in, the interesting ceremony. 

The company invited to take part in the festivity assembled at the Howrah Railway 
terminus about nine o'clock on Saturday morning. We are glad to see that there 
was no exclusiveness at all apparent in the issue of invitations to take share in a 
ceremony equally interesting to all classes and individuals in this country, and we 
may safely and with truth say that, never during our experience of public 
celebrations in India have we seen society at large so well and so generally 
represented as on Saturday last.‖ 

Crowd control, reception of guests and their distribution in different carriages was 
done exquisitely, a perfect blend of  a military parade precision and the gaiety of 
holiday recreation, as reported by Calcutta morning chronicle: 

―The arrangements for the accommodation of the large and varied concourse of 
people assembled, and for their distribution to the carriages intended for their 
reception and conveyance were perfection itself, and there was not the slightest 
confusion, or disappointment, or crowding ; every step in the proceedings being 

marked with the precision and regularity of a military parade, and at the same time 
enlivened and brightened by the ease, the hilarity, and the gaiety of a holiday 
recreation. The Governor-General was unable, from ill-health, to take the lead in 
the entire celebration, and go through the journey to Burdwan and the festivities 
prepared at that station, but his lordship was present at the Howrah terminus 
when the ceremonial was opened by the bishop reading the prayer, and he 
witnessed the starting of the trains on the excursion, after which he returned to 
Calcutta. The first train left the Howrah station at twenty minutes to ten o'clock ; 
and the second followed in about, we believe, a quarter of an hour after. Along the 
line, the inhabitants of the different towns,stations, and villages near which the 
trains passed were assembled in thousands and ten of thousands to greet them 
and the excursionists, and cheered lustily and repeatedly as the carriages shot by ; 
everything bearing the appearance of rejoicing and prosperity, and the entire 
company reaching Burdwan at about twenty minutes past one o'clock without the 
slightest interruption or accident Whatever‖  
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Preparations at Burdwan were extremely lavish and on a scale so grand that it had 
never been equalled in past. Though Governor of Bengal was present but the event 
was chaired by Mr. Stephenson, the agent of EIR. It was a dream coming true for 
him, result of years of devoted work, silent untiring energy and courageous 
perseverance against all odds, most magnificent work ever undertaken in empire. 

After the unbounded hospitality and completion of toasts, the guests boarded their 
carriages for the return journey. 

On arrival at Burdwan the assembled company proceeded through the station-house, 
and down an arched avenue of foliage handsomely decorated with flowers, drapery, 
and flags, to the enormous tent in which the banquet was prepared; about six 
hundred persons, according to our calculation, sitting down to the repast In justice to 
the lavish munificence of the entertainers, and the ability of those who prepared the 
entertainment, we must say that we have never seen the latter equalled in India. The 
thing was. obviously done, as all these things should begone when undertaken at all, 
without any regard to stinting economy ; carte blanche having been no doubt given 
by the Railway Superintendent for providing and preparing everything that could 
conduce to the gratification of the guests, and the completeness of the entertainment 
as a display of unrestricted and unbounded hospitality. 

 

After justice had been done to the feast, the toasts of the day, as previously 
arranged, were brought forward, Mr. Stephenson having previously read a paper 
explanatory of the Governor-General's unwilling absence from the interesting 
ceremony and the celebration of the brightest event of his reign, distinguished as it 
has been by such great incidents of national progress, civilisation, and improvement. 
Sir Arthur Buller, Mr. Dorin, and others spoke with considerable effect in bringing 
forward the different toasts, for which thanks were appropriately returned by 
representatives of the different professions, spheres of society, or public works and 
departments which were complimented on the occasion.  

 

After these toasts had been given and responded to, the hour for returning to 
Calcutta had arrived, and the company re-entered the carriages and started for the 
Presidency, where the first train arrived before seven o'clock, the second being 
slightly detained by a trifling contretemps which occurred near the Howrah terminus, 
but which, with the exception of a trifling delay, was attended with no disagreeable 
consequences. Mr. Stephenson and the company whom he represents may well be 
proud of the entire and triumphant success of the splendid ceremony and the 
magnificent hospitality with which they inaugurated the great public work whose 
opening was celebrated on Saturday with such liberality and good taste.  

 

Of all those who were assembled at the celebration, the most unobtrusive, the most 
unpretending, and the moat retiring, was the originator, the projector, and the 
perfector of the magnificent undertaking whose success had brought together so 
large and varied a party, representing' all  classes of the capital of India—Rowland 
McDonald Stephenson. He must have felt himself repaid on Saturday for the years of 
devoted labour, of silent untiring energy, of steady and courageous perseverance, 
which he has calmly expended on the greatest public work that has yet illustrated, or 
perhaps ever will illustrate, the British rule in India. It is something to have made a 
historic name in the brightest page of the peaceful annals of our country, a name that 
will be an honour to his children's children to the latest generation, and will be 
associated with the improvement, the progress, and the civilization of this immense 
empire, and of its hundred and fifty millions of inhabitants, until time shall be no 
more.  
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This Mr. Stephenson has done whilst yet in his prime ; and we are only expressing 
the sentiments of the entire community here when we wish him many long years of 
honour, and health, and prosperity, to bring his great work to completion, and to 
contemplate with just and unalloyed pride the innumerable blessings and 
improvements which he has been the main instrument of conferring upon this 
rapidly-improving country, with the best interests of which his name is now 
indissolubly connected.‖ 

 

The role of Railwaymen of all ranks, in making the event a grand success, was 
widely recognised and their civility won universal admiration and tributes from all 
the guests: 

 

It would be unjust to close this slight and rapidly-written sketch of the interesting 
proceedings of Saturday without paying a well deserved tribute of praise to the 

Railway employes and subordinates of all ranks along the line, whose activity, 
obliging demeanour, and civility, were the theme of universal admiration and 
remark ; and who fully and heartily seconded the wishes of their superiors to 
contribute in every possible way to the safety, the comfort, and the happiness of 
every individual present at the celebration of the opening of the Railway.  

 

We have never been present at any public ceremony in India which could in the 
remotest degree compare with that of Saturday for importance, general interest, 
completeness, and entire success ; and we cannot expect ever again to experience 
so fully the sensations occasioned by the celebration which we were then so 
fortunate as to witness.—Calcutta Morning Chronicle, Feb. 5. 

Lord Dalhousie had played a major role in bringing Railways to India and had 
wanted to attend the banquet at Burdwan, but his poor health did not permit him 
to undertake the 150 miles long  Rail journey and he sent his message to Mr. 
Stephenson, which was read at the banquet: 

―We now pass to the official opening of the Railway. Saturday, February 3, 1855, 
was the day chosen and Burdwan was the scene of the festivities that followed, but 
unfortunately owing to severe indisposition, Lord Dalhousie, the Governor-General, 
could not do more than attend the ceremony at Howrah station. Lord Dalhousie‘s 
absence was a great disappointment he had taken the greatest interest in the 
Railway and had looked forward to being present, but it was out of the question and 
in a sympathetic letter to Mr. Stephenson he wrote:- "I shall be present at Howrah but 
I am conscious that I am wholly unfit for the performance of the remainder of the 
task, which would invoke a Railway journey of 150 miles, a midday banquet and the 
addressing of 400 people under a Bengal sun." 

- Bengal Past & Present, Vol II, Pt.I, Jan-July 1908. Pages 55-61. 

A public function was also organised at Raneegunge and we find the mention of     
the event appearing in a small footnote for a lunch invitation of four hundred 
persons o celebrate the opening of the section to Raneegunge: 

―The Railway will be opened by the Governor-General on Saturday, the 3rd proximo ; 
four hundred invitations have been issued to a luncheon at Reegunge‖.—Allens 
Indian  mail-July 3 1855. 
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The line would prove to be great success story vindicating the stand taken by Lord 
Dalhousie in sanctioning experimental line to Raneegunge. During the fifteen 
weeks after the line had been opened as far as Raneegunge, the number of 
passengers carried was 179,404 or an average of nearly 12,000 a week, and the 
earnings rose to about £900 a week, paving the way for commercial viability of the 
endeavor, without considering the strategic and military advantages in the years to 
come. 
 
The week would prove to be an epochal  event in the history of India, Dalhousie 
later claimed that he had unleashed  in India the ―great engines of social 
improvement, which the sagacity and science of recent times had previously given 
to Western nations—I mean Railways, uniform Postage, and the Electric 
Telegraph.‖ 
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18.    Chronology of Section Opening in Asansol Divn. 
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19.    First Time Table, Rates and Regulations – Train from      
           Howrah to Raneegunge 
 

 
First Time Table was published by the East Indian Railway Company for 

inaugural journey of Passenger Train from Howrah to Raneegunge – a 

distance of 121 Miles.  The same was effective from 1st December 1855.  

 
Both Up and Dn time table with rates and regulations was published for the 

information of the passengers.  Only one train used to run from Howrah at 

9:00 am which used to reach Raneegunge at 4:42 pm whereas the return 

train for the journey from Raneegunge to Howrah was available at 9:10 am 

at Raneegunge and used to reach Howrah at 4:45 pm.  Rates for 1st Class, 

2nd Class and 3rd Class were Rs.11.40/-, Rs.5.10/- and Rs.1.40/- 

respectively. 

 
Special Night Trains were arranged as a treat to enjoy Railway journey even 

through midnights.  A First Class Carriage used to be attached to the Up 

Goods Train leaving Howrah at 8:30 pm every night arriving Raneegunge 

at 6:35 am next day morning. A similar Carriage was to be attached to the 

Down Goods Train leaving Raneegunge at 8:30 pm every night and 

arriving Howrah at 7:40 am next day morning.  First Class Passengers 

only or their Servants accompanying them with 3rd Class Tickets had to be 

booked by those Trains.  

 
Special mention was made that ―The Railway Company do not guarantee the 

arrival of the Trains at the hours named in the Table, but they will 

endeavour by every means in their power to ensure punctuality‖. 

 
System for issue of Return tickets for a Double Journey was in place and 

the same used to be issued to the 1st and 2nd Class Passengers only at a 

reduction of one-third of the charge for two single journeys.  The facility 

was available only for DAY trains.   

 
Child Rule was such that infants under 12 months old would be carried 

free and children above that age and under 12 years would be charged 

half the price.  
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Time-table from Howrah - Raneegunge  
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Railways in Asansole: Early Days :    

―A concerted effort to preserve our heritage is a vital link to our 
cultural, educational, aesthetic, inspirational and economic legacies 

– all of the things that quite literally make us who we are.‖ 

It was Saturday, 3rd February 1855, that the first train made its inaugural 
journey between Howrah and Raneegunge, connecting seat of imperial 

power and port to coal fields, and ushering economic development in the 
region. Railways would catalyze and spur coal production in entire coal 
bearing area covering mines of Raneegunge , Giridih, Jharia and Palamu , 

bringing prosperity and growth in the region. Small sleepy villages would be 
transformed into thriving industrial centers accelerating rapid urbanization 

proving the prophecy of Lord Bacon: 
 
There be three things,‖ says Lord Bacon, ―which make a nation great and 
prosperous, a fertile soil, busy workshops, and easy conveyance for men and 
commodities from one place to another.‖ ―Railways are, assuredly, next to the 
invention of printing, the most powerful instrument of civilization that the 
ingenuity of man has ever devised.‖ 
 

The route to Raneegunge was the experimental line sanctioned by 
Dalhousie, Lieutenant Governor as the original plan of EIR was to lay track 
between Howrah and Delhi, via Rajmahal, following the course of the 

Ganges, by the route, which is now known as the loop line; an interesting 
case of main line turning into loop line. 

 
Construction of Railways , by East Indian Railway company ,was one of the 
largest infrastructure project ever undertaken in the world those days, 

which became not only a great money spinner for the overseas investors 
with its smart guaranteed returns  but also proved to be a great strategic 
decision for the Company.  

 
It is interesting to note that first ever use of Railways in rushing military 

reinforcements at the time of  Santhal rebellion took place at Raneegunge 
only. Troops would be rushed from Calcutta to Raneegunge by Rail before 
being dispatched to Dinapore, Allahabad, Cawnpore and other cities during 

first war of independence tilting the balance in favour of East India 
Company.  Railways proved to be a mighty force multiplier as movement of 

troops and ammunition could be done in a same day between Calcutta to 
Raneegunje , which would earlier take 8 to 10 days.  
 

 Lord Dalhousie had envisaged that, this Railway scheme would prove 
advantageous in enhancing internal security. It would enable the 

government to bring immediately the ―bulk of its military strength to bear 
upon any given point‖ to an extent that was ―physically impossible‖ at the 
time.  
 

Surprisingly EIR was pioneer in running time tabled goods train, which even 
now, IR is finding difficult to emulate and unable to juggle the fixed 

schedule of goods trains in time tables of coaching trains in routes, highly 
saturated with regular introduction of new coaching trains.  One mixed 
train, consisting of goods wagons and one first class carriage, would leave 

Howrah 8.30 P.M. every night and would reach Raneegunge 6.35 A.M 
everyday, the first incidence of running time tabled goods train in the world.  
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Similarly, in down direction the goods train along with first class carriage 
would start from Raneegunge at 8.30 P.M. every night and would reach 

Howrah at 7.40 A.M. 
 

EIR was also operating ferry services  to and fro from Calcutta with 

matching timings for all trains services starting from Howrah, except for mid 
night trains, for the benefit of passengers, one of the early pioneers of 

intermodal transport service in the world. 
 

Rowland Mcdonand Stephenson was the first agent of EIR in India; the 

company office was at 29, theatre Road Calcutta and not at Fairlee, which 
was office of a trading house and much later after the liquidation of the 
company, it would house the EIR, after being acquired in 1879.  From 

Theatre road, Agent‘s office was shifted to Writer‘s buildings Dalhousie 
Square in 1860s, and it was called East India Railway House. 
 

Asansole became centre of Railway operation in the region, eclipsing  
Raneegunge, the original Rail hub.  It was upgraded to Divisional 

Headquarter in 1922, encompassing the geographical area of present 
Dhanbad Division. Coal mines and Railways transformed Asansol 
subdivision from wilderness to one of the busiest industrial centre of the 

country. 
 

EIR provided land and buildings for local schools like St. Patrick, E. R. Boys‘ 
High School, municipality, church and virtually constructed the entire 
Asansol town. Asansole steam loco shed had distinction of being the largest 

locomotive shop in Asia during the period. 
 

Railways not only provided speedy and cheaper mode of transportation for 
coal but were also one of the largest producer and consumer of the coal, 

setting benchmark for production and rate for the industry. Though the coal 
was discovered in 1774, but, production and dispatch of coal from       
Raneegunge coal fields remained sluggish for 80 years, till the Railway 

tracks were laid in the region.   
 

East Indian Railway Company collieries not only ensured a steady supply of 
coal against the vagaries of market production but also helped the Company 
to make a substantial saving in fuel component of the working expenses, 

turning EIR into most efficient &lowest cost Rail carrier in the country. 
Average load of goods train for EIR was 109 Tonnes, highest in the country. 

Average profit on each ton per mile was 6.672 pies, the highest amongst all 
Rail companies in India. 
 

   The Revenue account of EIR for the half-year ending 30th June 1855, 

showing the operations of the line, from Howrah to Raneegunge was quite 

encouraging. The gross receipts were two and a half lakhs of rupees, while 

the expenditure was under a lakh and seventy thousand, leaving the profits 

some-what over rupees eighty thousand. Earnings from the experimental 

line proved the prophecy of lord Dalhousie , which he had written in famous 

minutes of July 4,1850 outlining his vision and future course of Railways in 

India: ―The object of that experiment is to prove, that,  not only that it is 

practicable to construct Railway in India as engineering work but that such 

Railway was constructed will, as commercial undertakings, afford a few 

remunerative return on the money which has been expended in the 

construction‖ 

 

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/60175218?searchTerm=railway%20raneegunge%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20&searchLimits=
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Introduction of East Indian Railway brought a reliable and large 

communication network in the coal belt and Bengal as a whole first time as 
the East India Company Government had not adopted any constructive 

policy regarding the development of communications.  
 
The entire stretch between Burdwan and Raneegunge, which falls within 

territorial boundary of present Asansol division, had initially only two 
stations, Mankoor and Panaghur  and  it continued till 1861. Between 1861 
to 1867, four more stations (Asansole, Sitarampore, Burrakur and Andal) 

were opened in Asansol area.  
 

Construction by EIR was done at very rapid pace; it was a race against time, 
a construction against all odds amidst extremely challenging field 
conditions: swampy land, rivers prone to flood, onslaught of diseases wiping 

out more than 4000 workers a month, for some weeks no less than eight to 
ten percent of the workers employed died weekly and massive disruption 

during freedom struggle. Average deployment of men per day in year 1890-
91 by EIR was more than 1lakh 18 thousand persons as excavators, brick 
makers, brick layers, sawyers, carpenters, blacksmiths and laborers. 

Sacrifices of these unsung heroes, who led down their lives for building Rail 
infrastructure, have been sadly buried in the footnotes of history. It is said 
that each sleeper of EIR track was laid only after burial of a man in the 

embankment. 
 

The Indians, who had honor of being first station masters of Paanagurh 
(Nobinchunder Mookerjee was first station Master Paneghur) and Mankaar 
(B.Mookerjee was first station manager Mancoor), have faded from public 

memory. We want to highlight such great pioneers, who had played a key 
role in Railway operation those days.  
 

Eastern Railways Asansol Division had embarked on ambitious task of 
identifying and preserving our rich Railway heritage especially those 

majestic living Railway buildings waiting with a bated breath to tell their 
stories. A number of such buildings having priceless architecture, after 
decades of neglect and abandon, were on the verge of demolition but could 

be salvaged and restored just in time.  
 

A heritage walk has been scheduled on 28th November 2018, first time in 
Asansol after 163 years of coming of Railways in the area, to create 
awareness of our legacy, to underline the unique role of Railways in shaping 

the growth of the region and to embark on the journey to preserve our rich 
heritage. 
 

Asansol Division would publically commemorate the event, involving all our 
stake holders and bring our glorious heritage to the fore, as the historic day, 

the 3rd February, the dawning of Railway age in the region, has sadly been 
forgotten by most of Railway men and general public alike. 
 

P.K.Mishra 
DRM Asansol 
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Rail and Coal 
 

Official discovery of coal in Bengal is attributed to Mr. Suetonius Grant 
Heatly, Collector of Chota Nagpur & Palamu, who had discovered Existence 
of coal in Bengal in 1774 and in the same year he and a John Summer 

obtained from Warren Hastings a license empowering them to work coal 
mines in Pachete and Birbhum – Gazette of Burdwan 
 

The difficulties of transportation, however, restricted this trade and made it 

a laborious operation. 

The coal was carried in ox-drawn carts from the pit-head in Raniganj to 

Amta, a main trading station on the Damodar in those days, where it was 

dumped along the bank of the Damodar, to be ferried to Calcutta only when 

the river was navigable for heavy barges during a fortnight in the monsoon. 

All these factors led to enormous losses. ‗One house thus lost three out of 

eleven lakh of maunds in the transit in one year, from boat sunk; and other 

causes incidental to the existing means of transport‘. 

 Since the river was not navigable all round the year, coal dug from time to 
time had to be stocked on the banks of the river and the time taken in the 

journey in hackeries and boats led in many cases to the loss of two seasons, 
though the direct distance by land between Calcutta and Burdwan was only 

75 miles. 

 The journey along the Damodar specially during the rains when this river 
was over-flooded was precarious and the loss from boat-wrecks used to be 
enormous —20% of the whole cargo as stated in 1844. All these causes, in 

addition to the cost of transport, led to the high price of this article in 
Calcutta. While the price of coal at the pit‘s mouth was about half an anna, 
in Calcutta it used to be sold at four annas.  

―That the loss by exposure, peculation, and accidents, during the long 

period, now necessary to convey the Burdwan Coal to the markets, is 

excessive, there appears to be no difference of opinion. In August last, 

thirteen out of sixty laden boats were sunk in one night‖.—Report of the 

managing director of East Indian Railway company to chairman in  April 

8,1846.  The same difficulties attended the transport of coal along the river Ajay, 

the other river traversing this coal district, which met the Bhagirathi.--- Report of 

the Committee for Investigating the Coal and Mineral Resources of India for the 

year 1838. 

In the pre-railway age, the absence of a cheap and regular means of 

transport to the Calcutta market remained the chief obstacle to the proper 
development of the valuable resources of the Burdwan coal- field.  

It was expected that laying of Rail lines between Howrah and Raneegunge 

will address the transportation issues and Progress of Rail line construction 

was closely being monitored by Railways & Coal companies alike, as huge 

amount of coal lying above ground could not be dispatched by existing 

system. 
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―The instant this section of the line is complete, Calcutta will be amply 

supplied with coal. There is no limit to the amount which can be raised from 

the fields round Raneegunge. The Bengal Coal Company have millions of 

maunds above ground, which cannot find a market, because the available 

fleet is inadequate to its transport down the Damooda.‖--- Friend of India, 

May 25.1854. 

In February 1855, the experimental line of the E.I.R. from Howrah, opposite 

Calcutta, to Raniganj in the coal district was opened to traffic. The Railway 
offered itself as a much better substitute for the slow, hazardous and 

consequently, in its ultimate cost, expensive boat traffic along the Damodar. 
It facilitated, in the first instance, the transport of coal to the existing 
demand centre in Calcutta — demand arising from the needs of the newly 

introduced steam vessels along the Ganges. 

 At the same time, the Railway paved the way for the emergence of new 
demand centres. Coal from the Burdwan mines, from now on, could be 

transported towards Calcutta in increasing quantities, and at a 
comparatively cheaper rate and in a much shorter period of time. This 
possibility of obtaining fuel cheaply acted as a direct impetus to the growth 

of the new industries in Calcutta and its neighbourhood. The manufacture 
of jute with the help of steam-driven engines was started at Rishra, near 
Serampore, lying along the route of the experimental line.  

Early coal business, the rapid growth of coal mining in Raneegunge coal 
filed and speculation was beautifully captured in one of the despatches of 
Engineers‘ journal: 

―There is no doubt that, as Railways open throughout India, the demand for 

coal will be considerably increased, and that speculations in coal are about 

the most promising speculations of the day. Simply because coal is wanted, 

it must be had; and hitherto, for want of Railways, the coal-supplying 

resources of India have remained undeveloped. The activity at the 

Raneegunge collieries is now very great, the demand being very extensive—

in fact sometimes considerably above the supplying powers. We have known 

extensive orders refused by one Company, simply from their inability to 

meet them within a given time, being unable to send down coal fast enough 

to supply their regular customers. The opening of the Barrakur and 

Singharron Valley branches of the East Indian Railway will completely alter 

this state of things, as they will open up new districts, and thus break up 

the monopoly in the advantages for supplying coal possessed by one 

Company. The Bengal Coal Company at present have the Railway up to their 

pits' mouth, while the East India Coal Company, the Beerbhoom,and 

another Native Company are virtually deprived of the advantages of Railway 

communication. Before long, however, these Companies will enjoy the 

privilege of having the Railway almost up to their pits' mouths, and their 

out-turns and supplying capacities will be vastly augmented. If really good 

coal can be found at Raneegunge, the day will come when, in place of having 

some two or three coalingstaiths at Howrah, at least a dozen will be required 

to meet the requirements of the traffic.‖ 
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Engineers Journal February 1, 1861 

Indian coal was known to be very deficient in coking qualities and so, there 

was no other option but to depend on imported coke for use on the newly 
opened Railways in India. But, in the middle of the year 1855, the 
locomotive department of the E.I.R. succeeded in using Burdwan coal 

without coking it for their locomotive purposes through successive 
experiments.  

This suddenly created a very enlarged demand for this coal and with the 

work of construction going ahead on the extensions of the E.I.R. towards the 
Upper Provinces, the possibilities of this demand being far more enlarged 
were apparent. Apart from these locomotive purposes, the work of 

construction of the line itself involved certain processes such as brick-
burning and so on, which needed a large amount of coal and the question of 
quality being not so important here, the Burdwan coal was in use from the 

very beginning.--  V. Anstey, The Economic Development of India, (London, 
4tb ed. 1952.  

In 1859, Oldham reported the carriage of cart-loads of coal from the 

Burdwan coalfield to the work-sites on the Rajmahal section of the Railway.  

Under the impetus of these demands, emerging along with the operation of 
the Railway in the area, the yearly out-put from the Burdwan coal-field was 

increasing steadily. In 1855, this was estimated to be 100,000 tons. But, in 
1859, it rose to 325,000 tons approximately. There was steady increase in 
the coal traffic on the section of the Railway opened. While in 1855, the 

receipts from the coal traffic on this line was £1949, in 1859, these rose to £ 
71,736. Within these few years, the coal-field itself presented an altogether 
different sight. 

Referring in this, Oldham wrote in 1859 — ―I paid a hurried visit to this 

coal-field in 1851-52, soon after my first arrival in the country. At that time, 
there were scarcely half a dozen pits at work in the whole field. Nothing 

struck me with a greater surprise than the almost total neglect of so 
valuable and important a district. But, the scene has totally changed now. 
Every known locality where coal is, or has been seen, has been worked into. 

Quarries are seen in full work, where formerly nothing but bareness existed. 
And at the present time the great difficulty consists in procuring labour 

sufficient to meet the increased demands‖.- Report on Coal Resources and 
Production of India by T. Oldham, 1867, App. Ill, p. XXIV, Sel. Govt, of 
India. No.64. 

The increasing supplies of Burdwan coal as noted above had the most 

favourable effects on its price in relation to that of the imported coal. In 
1852, the English coal was selling in the neighbourhood of Calcutta from 

27s 9d a ton to 18s 8d a ton. During the same period, the price of Burdwan 
coal was quoted there as 20s 9d a ton. From 1855, when the Railway began 
to traverse the coal-field, a sharp reduction in the price of the latter was 

noticeable. 
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Thus, in 1851, the price of the Burdwan coal was about one-third of that of 
imported English coal, the price of the former being Rs. 11 As. 3 per ton, 

while that of the latter, Rs. 33 As. 12 per ton. In 1855, the ratio between the 
prices of these two articles, i.e., Burdwan coal and imported English coke, 

became 1 to 6 respectively, if not more.  

When English coke was in use as fuel on EIR, the fuel cost was quoted as 
As. 13 Pies li per mile. But, in the following December, as a result of the use 
of Burdwan coal, the fuel cost on the railway was reported to have reduced 

to As, 1 Pies l of, i.e., about six times less than the cost quoted for the first 
half of the year.-- Rendel and Turnbull to Noad. 23 July 1855, Rly. Home 

Corrsespondence ‗A‘, Vol. IX. 1 Report to the Sec. of State for India in 
Counc. on Rlys. in India  

J.E.O  Connor in Review of the Trade in India 1878-79 had underlined the 
role of Railways in giving impetus to coal mining industry: 

 ―The commencement of the East Indian Railway line, which was laid to run 
through the coal bearing region of the Damuda basin, gave an impetus to 
the mining industry and new pits were opened in large number‖.--J.E.O  

Connor in Review of the Trade in India 1878-79 
 

George Huddleston in his famous book East Indian Railway: 1906 History of 
the EIR - Chapter XVI, writes that nothing in the history of the East Indian 
Railway has been more remarkable than the growth of the coal traffic during 

the past 15 years. Up to the year 1889 few had recognised its immense 
possibilities, and there was certainly no idea of a great export trade setting 

in, while internal requirements were comparatively small and restricted 
almost entirely to the needs of Railways. There seems to have been at the 
outset a good deal of prejudice on the part of those who had previously 

burnt Welsh coal, and particularly on the part of the engineers of the larger 
steamship companies, against the introduction of Bengal coal in its place; 
these prejudices were only overcome by degrees, but once a start had been 

made the import of coal from the United Kingdom was doomed. 
 

In the first half of the year 1885, more than 45,000 tons of Welsh coal were 
imported into Calcutta, during the first half of 1889 the quantity imported 
dropped to less than 1,000 tons, and an export trade then started, 

principally in bunker coal for the use of the steamers of the British India 
Steam Navigation Company, which extended even more rapidly than the 

most sanguine anticipated. In 1890 the growth of the export of Bengal coal 
from Calcutta first attracted serious attention, though in proportion to the 
total downwards traffic the export figures were still comparatively small. 

Rangoon was the port which at first took the largest quantity; Bombay, 
which is now the largest taker of Bengal coal, adhering very largely to the 
Welsh product until some years afterwards. 

 
In 1891, the want of facilities for dealing with a large coal traffic were 

recognised. The Traffic Manager, Mr. J. Rutherford, commenting on the 
expansion which would follow the opening up of numerous mines in the 
coalfields adjacent to Asansol and Sitarampur and of the Jherriah field, an 

extension to which was then about to be started, remarked that "we have 
neither the wagon stock nor the terminal accommodation      required for 
such an accession to our traffic,"  
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And strongly advocated the construction by the Railway Company of special 

jetties and loading machinery at a point on the river below the Botanical 
Gardens, to which he proposed a short branch line should be run from Bally 

Station, a few miles above the Howrah terminus. 
 
In the year 1893 the export trade from Calcutta had grown to about 250,000 

tons, and towards the close of the year, the Kidderpore Docks, constructed 
for the receipt of ordinary merchandise, were first brought into use for 
loading export cargoes of coal. It was, however, anticipated that the docks 

would not at all meet the requirements of the trade, and that if the rapidly 
growing business was to be dealt with there, considerable additions would 

be needed, while the railway approaches would also have to be improved. 
The opening of the docks to export coal traffic at once brought the Jubilee 
Bridge over the Hooghly into use; previous to this time it had been more or 

less a white elephant, for very little business of any kind had been done at 
the docks. 

 
In the second half of 1892 about 189,000 tons of all classes of traffic were 
carried over the bridge, in the second half of 1893 the weight rose to 

345,000 tons, of which two-thirds were coal.  In 1894 there was a still 
further advance in the export coal trade, and General Sir Richard 
Strachey forecast, in an address to the shareholders of the Company, what 

the future was likely to be: "There is no possible reason," he remarked, "why 
the whole of the coal now exported from England, whether required on land, 

or for consumption at sea east of Aden, should not be replaced by Indian 
coal." 
 

The Railways played a dual role in the development of the industry. On the 
one hand, it became the biggest consumer of coal and on the other; it 
carried coal to the emerging industries of the neighbouring areas. Railways 

gave a fillip to the coal mining works and the coal trade as well, and coal 
pushed Railway construction ahead. 

 
It was reported that Railways have been able to garner ten percent of all 

Calcutta bound coal traffic in ten weeks of opening of experimental line to 

Raneegunge, and was able to achieve guaranteed returns in initial phase 

itself. 

―As regards minerals, and more particularly coal, though the line to 

Raneegunge is designated and designed as a colliery line, yet we find that as 

yet the Rail derives only one-twelfth of its returns from the conveyance of 

that article. The quantity of coal requiring transport to Calcutta is about 

100,000 tons annually, of which the rail is at present able to convey only a 

tenth. From the rapid increase of the passenger and goods traffic in the last 

ten weeks on this line, we deduce the singular fact, that the enterprise will 

not require the minerals of the coal proprietors to secure a gross return of 

ten per cent, on the capital. In all probability the development of other 

descriptions of traffic before the close of the present year, will show that the 

rail will be useful to the coal-mines, not that the coal-mines will be 

necessary to the success of the rail‖-- Friend of India, May 10,1855. 
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The first war of Independence, 1857, forced construction of more Rail lines 

for administrative exigencies. Consequently Indian Railways became the 
largest consumer of Burdwan coal. The increasing supplies of Burdwan coal 

from 1855, thanks to Railway transportation led to reduced price in 
comparison to that of the imported coal. Two other Railways, the Eastern 
Bengal Railway and the Bengal Nagpur Railway besides the E.I.R. were its 

major consumers. Due to rise in demand for coal, the expansion of different 
branches of Rail to connect different collieries were rapid and successive in 
the sixties of the nineteenth century. 

 
East Indian Railway Company collieries not only ensured a steady supply of 

coal against the vagaries of market production but also helped the Company 
to make a substantial saving in fuel component of the working expenses, 
turning EIR into lowest cost Rail carrier in the country. 

 
Contracts were entered upon to carry over 1,00,000 tons of coal from 

Raneegunge to Calcutta, and a quantity of ordinary merchandise was 
transported, which, though comparatively small, gave hope for the future. In 
the second half of 1855, the revenue from coaching traffic was £25,000, 

from goods traffic £6,385, from coal £7,856, and the working expenses 
amounted to 42 percent of the gross traffic receipts.  
 

The weight of goods carried was 299,424 ton in 1859 against 190,566 tons 
in 1858, and the increase in mineral traffic was so great that it was decided 

to extend a branch to the collieries from Raniganj to Barrakar. The 
extension of the branch line from Raniganj to Barrakar coalfield in 1865, 
relieved many collieries of their transport difficulties and gave fresh impetus 

to industry. 
 

Raneegunge to Siarsole section was opened on 21-7-1863, Siarsole to 

Sitarampur and Sitarampur to Burracker sections were commissioned on 1-
1-1865, Sitarampur to Luckeesarai section was completed on 1-1-1871.   

One can only wonder at the brisk pace of laying Rail lines by East Indian 
Railways.  
 

Various coal fields were connected by Rails and there was rapid increase in 
coal production and transport .  Barakar  to Dhanbad  was connected on 
20-5-1894 covering Jharia coal fields and    Ondal to Saintia was connected 

on 10-12-1906. Madhupr to Giridih was connected on 1-1-71.  
 

Khana to Durgapur double line was laid on 1-6-1870  and from Durgapur to 
Raneegunge double line work was completed on 2-9-1870. Raneegunge to 
Sitarampur double line was laid on 19-12-1870 and it was extended up to 

Luckeesarai on 1-1-1871. 
 

   The Jharia Coalfield contributed to the extension of Railway across Barakar 

River. A proposal was made by the East India Railway Company to extend 

the Barakar Branch across the Barakar River in 1886, and despite the 

support of Directors of the Board, the Government, refused to sanction it till 

1889. Notwithstanding this decision, the then Chairman of the Board, Sir 

Richard Strachey, had deputed T. H. Ward, the Colliery Superintendent to 

examine and report on the prospects of the Jharia coal-field, who submitted 

the report in August 1894.  
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Estimates and plans of a projected line of Railway from Barrakur Station to 
the Jherriah coal-field, a distance of about 36 miles, were prepared, and the 

Board sanctioned the estimates subject to the confirmation of the 
Government of India. 

 
In 1892 the government of India had sanctioned the work and it was at once 
started and by 20th May 1894, Railway linked Ghootrya some seven miles 

beyond Barakar, carrying 100 tons coal and 50 passengers. 
 
By 1897, the collieries on the Jherriah and Toposi branch lines, the latter 

having been extended at the same time as the Jherriah branch, were 
contributing not far from a million tons a year to the traffic of the 

undertaking. 
 

When we see ten trains daily, each carrying 70 wagons with two engines and 

some twenty coal staiths at work at Howrah, then we may begin to talk 

about approaching towards a development of the Coal Traffic. Staiths are 

elevated platforms for discharging coal and other materials from railway cars 

into collier ships for transport. In earlier days(1858), three coal trains a day 

with 35 loaded wagons was the limit of coal traffic-- THE ENGINEER'S 

JOURNAL, RAILWAY, July I5, 1859. 

 

Acquisition of coal field by Railways:   

    The Giridih coalfield was acquired by the East Indian Railway Company in 

the early years due to the intelligence and foresight of Mr. Macdonal 

Stephenson.  Initially, there was a dispute between the government and the 

Company on the question of the use of coalfield. The government was 

against the utilisation of guaranteed capital in excavating the coalmine. The 

East Indian Railway Company on the other hand argued in favour of such 

an investment to ensure uninterrupted supply of coal for its moving stock. 

The East Indian Railway Company, on the contrary, launched 'the Auxiliary 

Railway Company' to lay line to develop the Giridih property.  

   Rudyard kipling in his travelogue,‖Giridih Coal fields‖ writes: Company, the 

E.I.R., has more or less made Giridih — principally more. ‗Before the E.I.R. 

came,‘ say the people, ―we had one meal a day. Now we have two.‘ Stomachs 

do not tell fibs, whatever mouths may say. That ‗Company,‘ in the course of 

business, throws about five lakhs a year into the Hazaribagh district in the 

form of wages alone, and Giridih Bazar has to supply the wants of twelve 

thousand men, women, and cihldren  

   The E.I.R. estate, bought or leased in perpetuity from the Serampore Raja, 

may be about four miles long and between one and two miles across. It is in 

two pieces, the Serampore field being separated from the Karharbari (or 

Kurhurballi or Kabarbari) field by the property of the Bengal Coal Company. 

The Raneegunge Coal Association lies to the east of all other workings. So 

we have three companies at work on about eleven square miles of land.‖     
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Eventually it was Sir Charles Wood who could see the reason and permitted 

construction of the chord line to access those mines. Consequently the East 

Indian Railway laid the chord line to access those mines. Consequently the 

East Indian Railway could reach the Giridih field in 1871. 

   East Indian Railway Company collieries not only ensured a steady supply of 

coal against the vagaries of market production but also helped the Company 

to make a substantial saving in fuel component of the working expenses . 

Being the largest consumer of the coal industry and also producer of the 

same helped it to keep the price at the bottom line. Giridih coal worth 

rupees 3 a ton in wagon at the collieries cost rupees 30 a ton by the time it 

reached Lahore, while at Calcutta the freight charge from Sitarampur was 

no less than rupees 3-13 a ton. 

 

Demand led the EIR to invest on a large scale into its own collieries in 
Giridih field. The railways relieved many collieries of much of their transport 

difficulties and gave a fresh impetus to the industries. By 1880, the railway 
collieries were raising roughly a quarter of the total Indian coal production.  
 
Sale of coal by East Indian Railway was causing much heartburn amongst 

coal owners of Bengal, who complained to Government to look into issue of  

illegal sale of 72,000 T of coal by EIR to public and other companies, which 

was incorporated only as common carriers. 

Even the consulting engineer to Government had observed that the working 

of a Colliery is not a legitimate application of the capital of the Railway 

Company and they should buy directly from the coal companies instead of 

raising coal themselves.  However, considering huge economy and unique 

location advantages of Railway mines coupled with Railway sidings, EIR 

continued with its policy of developing captive mines to remain lowest cost 

Rail road in the country. 

"When, however, from the peculiar circumstances of the country, there is a 

probability that, by retaining possession of the Colliery and working it for 

themselves, the Railway Company may effect an annual saving of very 

considerable amount in their working expenses, and more especially when a 

large proportion of that amount will consist of a saving in carriage due to the 

position of the Colliery, to the benefit of which the Railway Company are 

fairly entitled, but which they will lose by making the Colliery over to other 

parties‖. 

More over the deed of settlement of EIR had permitted to undertake any 

activities deemed necessary foe carrying on Railway activities: ―The deed of 

settlement of the Railway Company, dated the 9 th April 1847, expressly 

provides for such case as the present, empowering them to carry on any 

subsidiary works necessary or desirable towards the construction or 

working of the Railway, " including therein the working of mines of coal, 

iron, and other minerals, in the East Indies, and manufacturing the produce 

thereof, and the erecting and carrying on all necessary and convenient 

works, furnaces, forges, smelting houses, and gas works, for furthering the 
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objects of the Company, and selling and disposing of such of the produce 

thereof as from time to time shall not be wanted or necessary for the 

making, repairing, or carrying on any Railway of the Company." 

   The problems of the collieries were aggravated by the slow expansion of 

Railways in comparison to the expansion of the coalfields. Only those 

collieries that were on the line of railway were served with sidings, and such 

sidings had to be paid for in full by the colliery using it. Collieries distant 

from the Railway had to rely on the bullock-cart for their carriage. Every ton 

of machinery had to be conveyed across country. The expensive labour was 

required to transport heavy boilers, large flywheels and other parts of 

colliery machinery, to distant road deficient parts of coalfields. One Apcar 

and Company, had to purchase and to engage an elephant to carry 

machinery from colliery to colliery, and this method proved satisfactory.  

Collieries were continuously asking for more wagons to transport their ever 
increasing production and were repeatedly exhorting EIR to look after 
interests of coal companies:  : ―In subsequent addresses General Sir Richard 

Strachey referred, over and over again, to the pressing needs for better 
facilities and for more rolling stock, and over and over again defended the 
management of the railway against the not infrequent attacks of the 

mercantile community, whose complaints of want of wagons, or of blocks of 
traffic, resulting, as they alleged, in loss of business, were at the time 

common.‖ 
 
At a meeting of the shareholders held in December 1901, the Chairman EIR 

addressed those concerns:  "As the coal owners of Bengal are among the 
most persistent of those who exclaim against the management of the East 

Indian Railway, and of the want of attention paid to their interests, I will 
venture to call their attention to the following statement of the present value 
of the coal properties in Bengal, properties that, as I have already said, have 

been entirely created by the initiative of the Railway, and the continued 
prosperity of which has been ensured by equally constant attention to their 
requirements. The extremely low rates at which coal has been carried on all 

Indian railways for the last ten years is also due to the action of the East 
Indian Railway; the opening out of the Jherriah coalfield, which was 

opposed by the Government of India, was at last sanctioned by an appeal to 
the Secretary of State by the Board." 
 

I have no wish," he added, "to be a prophet of evil, but there is an opinion 
afloat, which seems deserving of serious attention, that the very rapid 
development of the coal trade, accompanied, as it has been, by this 

remarkable inflation of values, may be the forerunner of a season of 
speculative mining enterprise, and of over production, in excess of the 

growing requirements of the public." 
 
Within a year of the time these words were spoken their truth became 

apparent, the output of the collieries became much larger than a market 
could be found for and share quotations declined with a run. Fortunately 

the check was only a temporary one, and lost ground was soon regained.  
Messrs. Apcar and Company was the first to lay down at their own expense 
a broad gauge line from Sitarampur to their Lachipur Colliery in 1881.  
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The success of this undertaking was assured from its beginning as the 

neighboring collieries belonging to the Bengal Equitable, and native owners 
were too glad to avail themselves of this line for the dispatch of their output 

to Sitarampur by paying a comparatively small royalty. In some cases the 
saving was estimated to be as much as 12 annas to Rs. 1 per ton, and an 
average of 20,000 tons a month was transported by this branch of only two 

miles in length.  Coal transportation and development of collieries: When the 
East Indian Railway was constructed, coal was almost unknown in 
India. Mr. Crawford referring to this in 1885, remarked: 

 
"If a man fell in with a bit of coal in his walk, he would pick it up as a 

curiosity, and throw it away because it dirtied his finger. That was all that 
was known of coal 30 years ago. It was the act of this Company which 
brought coal to light. From a basis of comparatively nothing 30 years ago, 

we have now risen to carry one million and a half tons in the course of the 
year.  

 
The native mind is so full of prejudice, that one might have been afraid that 
the use of an article like coal would have excited some superstitious feeling, 

but when the native came to know that coal was only fossilized wood, he 
had no objection to burn it, and with such an enormous population as we 
have in India, with such large cities and factories rising in all quarters and 

steam engines and so on, we see the explanation of the great increase in the 
quantity of coal brought to us for conveyance. So it will go on and very 

largely increase. I venture to predict that the time will come, which I shall 
probably not witness, when the article of coal will be our largest source of 
profit." 

     
With the development of the coal mining industry in Raniganj, the East 
Indian Railway started penetrating the coal mining districts on its way from 

Mokameh to Calcutta.  
 

The Commission of 1896, observed:‖Any traveler by that line, if he is awake 
at night when passing between Sitarampur and Raniganj could fancy 
himself in the heart of the Black Country in England. In fact, introduction of 

Railways was an important landmark in the mode of transport and 
communication in India. The East India Company Government had not 

adopted any constructive policy regarding the development of 
communications. It was with the introduction of the East Indian Railway 
that, a great improvement was made in the field of communication in the 

coal belt and Bengal as a whole.  
 

 
Proposals for laying tracks : Pre construction days 
 
 

Prince Dwarakanath Tagore was denied construction of Railway line by the 
East India Company : In 1842, sensing the potentials of invention of steam 

engine in England, Prince Dwarakanath Tagore, the grand father of Gurudev 
Raibdranath Tagore, visited England for the first time relating to business 

purpose of collieries, owned by him at Raniganj and Rajmahal coalfields. He 
sailed and travelled by train in England. He was greatly impressed by the 
"Iron Horse".  
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He conceived the socioeconomic viability of the Railways in India as a mode 

of transportation system. After returning, he decided to lay Railway lines 
connecting the collieries at Raniganj with Kolkata and then with capital city 

of India. Soon he formed a company called "Carr Tagore and Company" and 
applied to the East India Company, for getting the rights of laying the 
Railway line. He dashed down to England in the second time, to persuade 

East India Company, sensing that Mr. R. Macdonald Stephenson, the 
grandson of Gorge Stephenson (Inventor of steam engine) visited India in 
1843 and surveyed for laying Railway lines between Calcutta and Delhi.  

 
Mr. R. Macdonald Stephenson, Managing Director and Sir George Larpent, 

the Chairman of Stockton and Darlington Railway of England, Vehemently 
opposed and denied permission to lay Railway line to the native "Carr Tagore 
Company, although he had a cordial relation with the "Board of Directors" of 

East India Company. The first proposal for laying Rly line in India was 
processed by the East India Company in 1843, followed by London Company 

headed by Mr. R. M. Stephenson who became the Agent and Managing 
Director (M.D) of East Indian Railway. Two companies, East Indian Railway 
of England, got the permission of laying Rly line in Calcutta Presidency 

while another Great Indian Peninsula Rly (GIPR) of England got permission 
for the same purpose in Bombay Presidency 
 
 

Dwarkanath‘s willingness to pay a third of the capital cost of the proposed 

Calcutta–Raniganj line, though, distinguished him from all other 

respondents.  

EIR had to face periodical labour unrest due to long working hours ,less pay 

for natives and poor working conditions. Goulburn Evening Penny Post (16 

May 1934) had reported about strike and violence at the Giridih , the colliery 

of East Indian Railway .   

   ―A mob of 900 coolies, incensed over the,' wages reduction, attacked the 

offices of the East Indian railway colliery at :the  Giridih pelted stones  and 

severely injured the English manager,. They burnt the machines and coal 

stacked. The police were unable to disperse  the rioters without  using force; 

so they opened fire killing two and injuring several.‖ 

 

In spite of local enthusiasm, initially the company showed little interest in 

developing the coal resources in India. Then the Governor of Bengal, Lord 
Canning, had little interest in developing the internal resources of India. 
Since English coal was being imported and being sold to other countries of 

the world as well.  
 

The first Indian coal company under European supervision was the 
Raniganj mine open in 1820 by Alexander and company, which was made 
possible by the efforts of a mining engineer- Mr. William Jones- aptly called 

the Father of coal mining in India. After 1820, other coal mines under 
European management were in the Raniganj coalbelt -they are Chinakuri 
(1823), Damulia (1824) and Chanch and Nuchibad (1830). Prince 

Dwarkanath Tagore was the first Indian to invest in coal (Ghosh, 1994). 
After the introduction of steamers the demand for coal rapidly increased.  
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The Superintendent of the Geological Survey of India, Thomas Oldham, in 

his report dated 14 June, 1859, furnished to the government a statement of 
the yearly output of coal at that time from various collieries in the Raniganj 

coal belt. It is interesting that, there were 17 companies and concerns 
operating in this belt. Another interesting point to note is the dominance of 
indigenous entrepreneurs in the mining industry. There were 13 of the total 

17 concerns owned by Indian operators.  
 
Extension of Raneegunge colliery lines: 
 

Records published by House of Commons for year 1859-60 cover the debate 

on  extension of Raneegunge colliery lines:  ―The great question of the year 
has been that of the extension of the Raneegunge colliery line to the 
Barrakur River, with a branch along the Singarun Valley; having for its 

object the development of the mineral resources of the neighbouring 
districts, and the establishment of greater facilities for the conveyance of 
coal from the mines which are already worked. 
 

The Barrakur line will be 22 miles long, and the Singarun line about seven 
miles long. The sections for these lines have been forwarded to the 

consulting engineer to the railway company in England, and the necessary 
measures for carrying out the works have been sanctioned by her Majesty‘s 
Secretary of State in Council (10th December 1859). An indent has also 

been passed for 10 miles of Greave‘s cast-iron sleepers, for experimental use 
on these colliery lines, where they will be subjected to the test of a heavy 

slow traffic.  The extension to the Barrakur is to be laid out so that it may 
form part of a main line direct to the North-west Provinces, in the event of 
such a prolongation being ultimately determined upon. Care has been taken 

in laying out the colliery lines to meet the requirements of all the mining 
interests, and to place, as far as practicable, all upon an equal footing as 

regards accommodation.  
 

Railways had constructed a large coal wharf to facilitate loading of coals in 
wagons: ―An extensive new ― coal wharf‖ at Raneegunge has been completed, 

so as to admit of coal being loaded there, and the chief engineer reports 
that, ― so far as can at present be ascertained, it seems well adapted to its 
intended purpose.‖  - Statement exhibiting the moral and material progress 

and condition India, during the year 1859-60. "India. Oflice\T. L. 
SECCOMBE, 14 May 1861) Secretary, Financial Department. Ordered, by 

The House of Commons, to be Printed, 4 July 1861. 

In April 1858 the Board of Directors of the East Indian Railway forwarded to 

their agent in Calcutta a memorandum from several proprietors of coal 
mines in the Raneegunge district, setting forth that if the Railway should be 
carried on from Raneegunge to some point on the Grand Trunk Road near 

the junction of the branch road to Raneegunge, they would engage to send 
all such coal as might be intended for the Calcutta market by the Railway 

alone, and would agree to pay for its transport the ordinary rate per mile for 
the full distance the coal might be conveyed. The Board forwarded also a 
separate letter from the East Indian Coal Company, one of the parties to the 

above memorial, stating that if their principal mines should be put in direct 
Railway communication with Calcutta, they would guarantee the dispatch 
by Railway of 200 tons of coal daily for 21years, paying for that quantity, 

whether dispatched or not, at the rate charged to the public generally. 
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Prior to this a proposal was submitted to Government by the agent of the 

East Indian Railway Company, to construct a branch line from the terminus 
at Raneegunge to the Searsole colliery, distant about 1 miles, owned by 
Gobind persaud Pundit, by whom the cost was to be eventually repaid. This 

proposal, which amounted in fact to a scheme  for making a private Railway 
under cover of the power conferred by law for the purpose of making public 

Railways, was rejected by the Government; but it was, at the same time, 
intimated to the agent that an extension of the line westward might be 
Worthy of consideration, especially if the new line could be made available 

for the purpose of carrying the general traffic further in that direction, while 
it should run near so many collieries as to be rendered certainly 

remunerative. 
 

The Government of India, ordered trial surveys to be commenced both for 

the branch line and the main line extension, and Mr. Oldham, the 
Superintendent of the geological survey, was at the same time directed to 

make a careful examination of the country, with a view to determining the 
probable extent of the coal fields, and the positions where the mineral is 
found in greatest abundance and of the best quality. 
 

In his report Mr. Oldham noticed the vast increase in the production of coal 
from these fields since his first visit in 1851-52, and he remarked that his 

examination had placed beyond doubt the fact that there is abundance of 
coal in the field to meet the demand for years. He strongly urged the 

construction of a branch along the Singarrun Valley as far as the 
Chowkeydanga colliery, which would lead to Bahrool. 
 

He also recommended the continuation of the main line from Raneegunge 
along the valley of the Nooneah (in which lies one group of coal mines) 

nearly to the Burrakur, preferring this route to one leading direct to the 
group of mines near the confluence of the Burrakur and Damoodah. 
                   

There was great opposition from existing coal companies against further 
development of collieries lines. Bengal Coal Company did not allow survey in 

their lands for extension of Rail lines and did their best to create roadblocks 
in extension of rail lines to of rival collieries. 
 

―We learn that the Superintendent of the Bengal Coal Company at 
Raneegunge, has written to the Railway Engineers engaged in surveying the 

new extension line from Raneegunge to the Barrackar River, informing them 
that he has received instructions from the Secretaries at Calcutta to stop the 
Survey or working out of any line throughout the Bengal Coal Company's 

Lands. We regret to hear this, because nothing could be more damaging to 
the interests, of the interlopers, adventurers, or whatever else they may be 
called, than an opposition of this nature. Among the Directors of the Bengal 

Coal Company are men who have been first and foremost in the cry against 
the exclusive policy of the late Government. As the mainspring of the Indian 

Reform League, they have been incessant and vehement in their 
denunciation against the old regime.  
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They have been talking about the infusion of the Anglo-Saxon independent 
element, of constructing Roads, Canals and Railways ; of opening up the 
resources of the country and so forth ; and yet what do they do, they falsify 

the whole of their principles by their actions. Men, who have been 
denouncing the abuses of the Government, commit the same abuses 

themselves. The Bengal Coal Company having got hold of a nice tract of 
country at Raneegunge ; having by admirable tact got a Railway made right 
up to their pit-mouths ; strenuously oppose the extension of the Railway, or 

the construction of branches of any kind to accommodate Rival Coal owners. 

They will bear no rival near their throne. Though, they are the bitterest 

opponents of the exclusive policy, they carry out the exclusive policy to the 
very letter themselves.‖-- THE ENGINEER'S JOURNAL, RAILWAY, January 

3, 1859. 

Public opinion during the period was critical of the stronghold of Bengal 

Coal Company and urged Railways to provide Rail connectivity to the new 
collieries.  
 

―We have no hesitation in saying that the attempts made to frustrate the 
surveys of the Railway Company will prove abortive. They may create delay 

but nothing more. The Railway Company will be backed by the Government 
of India, and before their powerful arm everything else must give way. So far 
as the Railway Company therefore is concerned, there are no fears. Not so, 

however with the smaller fry, the rival coal owners. Baboo Gobind Persaud 
Pundit perhaps the largest of the other coal proprietors has, for some time 

past, been anxious to construct a branch Railway from Raneegunge to his 
collieries. 
 

He is willing to construct it himself, but the Bengal Coal Company resist the 
construction of the line as a portion of it, to reach the Railway, must run 

over their property. Here is the beautiful " exclusive policy" again at work. In 
such a case we are of opinion that the Railway Company ought to construct 
the line up to Gobind Persaud Pundit's pits especially as he is willing to pay 

for it. He is too small to fight the battle out himself, and the Railway 
Company should take up the matter and force the Bengal Coal Company to 

give up the necessary land at a fair valuation. Landholders are forced to give 
up their land in England and why should they not here. We know of a 
Railway taken right across a gentleman's park and right through his dining-

room because he opposed the making of the line. If such things can be done 
in England, the mere taking of a strip of waste land in India ought to be an 
easy matter. If the Railway Company's Act does not empower them to do it, 

it is easy to obtain a revised act with the necessary powers. It is clearly to 
the interests of the Railway shareholders that the stronghold of the Bengal 

Coal Company should be broken; into a branch line constructed from 
Raneegunge up through the Searsole district to accommodate the colliery 
owners there and the line extended to the Barrackur to enable fresh 

collieries to be opened out. One party has already purchased land on the 
Barrackur extension line with the view of opening out new collieries.‖-- 
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THE ENGINEER'S JOURNAL, RAILWAY, January 3, 1859. 
 

Subsequently the opposition against carrying Railway survey was withdrawn 
by Bengal Coal Company after the issue was raised by Mr. Palmer, the Agent 
of the East Indian Railway. 
 

―We learn that on an official letter being addressed to the Bengal Coal 

Company by-Mr. Palmer, the Agent of the East Indian Railway, regarding the 
opposition, made against the prosecution of the Railway Survey at 
Raneegunge, the Bengal Coal Company have withdrawn their opposition and 

promised to afford every facility for carrying out the extension line.‖ - THE 
ENGINEER'S JOURNAL, RAILWAY, January 3, 1859. 
 

It appears from the report of the Bengal Coal Company, presented to the 
half yearly Meeting of Shareholders on the 16th June, that the supply of 

Coal from this field is inexhaustible, at least as far as the present and many 
subsequent generations are concerned.  
 

Some doubts of this fact had, it seems, been expressed, but the report of Mr. 
Lord, the manager, proved beyond a doubt that it would take upwards of 

3000 years for the Bengal Coal Company's Collieries to be exhausted. One 
thing is certain, that the demand for Coal must increase to an enormous 
extent. With three Railways in course of construction in Bengal, one of them 

open to a considerable extent, and with constant additions to the number of 
our river-steamers, the Coal Companies may safely reckon on increasing 

sales. 
 

But it is very doubtful whether, with the existing means of transport, any 

thing like the quantity required could be brought to the market. The 
Collieries to the West of Raneegunge are almost entirely dependent upon the 

river Damoodah for the conveyance of Coal. It is now proposed to extend to 
them the advantages of Railway communication, and the following Report of 
Mr. Turnbull, the chief Engineer,will show the present position of the 

undertaking :- 
 

Feasibility and survey Report of Mr. Turnbull, the chief Engineer, EIR :  

It shows the meticulous planning, careful trials,  comprehensive analysis  

and detailed site surveys done, investigations conducted, alternative routes 
mapped and financial viability explored ,before EIR started extension of 
colliery lines.                                                                                         

EDWARD PALMER, Esq.Calcutta, 21th May, 1859.  Extension to the River 
Barrakur and Singareon Valley Branch.  Dear Sir,—In compliance with your 

request, dated the 28th October, 1858, enclosing a copy of the Officiating 
Secretary's letter to the Consulting Engineer to the Government of India, No. 

4861, dated 29th September, 1855, I have made a careful re-examination of 
the country westwards of Raneegunge, to and beyond the river Barrakur, 
having been over it on former occasions more than once, I also examined the 

valley of the river Singareon,and marked out the lines on which trial 
sections should be taken.  
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Careful trial sections, plans and estimates have been completed, and I have 

now to report the results of the investigations, relative to extending the 

Railway to the river Barrakur, and making a branch line up the valley of the 

river Singareon. It will be I think most convenient, with reference to the 

advisability of extending the Railway westwards into the Coal-field, to advert 

first to the present out-turn of the Damoodah Coal-field, and next to the 

amount at present carried down by the Railway, and thirdly to the probable 

future demand : 

Mr. Oldham has favored me with the results of his late investigations on the 

first point, and as they were more minute and elaborate than mine, I prefer 
adopting his general abstract with some limitation : 

It is as follows : 

Abstract of Yearly Out-turn.      Maunds 
 

1. —Mines near Raneegunge,...                                  38,00,000 

2.—Ditto on the Singareon, ...                                    22,39,000 

3. —Ditto on Nooneah river, ...                                     6,85,000 

4.—Ditto on ditto east branch,                                     2,80,000 

5 —Ditto on west branch                                             3,70,000 

6.—Ditto near junction of Damoodah and Barrakur     6,90,000 

7.—Other mines,                                                          4,20,000 

        Total...                                                               83,91,000 

amounting to no less than 305,236 tons at 27g maunds to a ton. 

Mr. Oldham does not, as I understand him, state this as an exact or positive 
amount sent to market, but only gives it as an approximate statement, 
showing the present capabilities of the present workings. 

It would be difficult to arrive at an exact amount of the present quantity 

brought to market, but it will be, I think a near approximation to assume 
the total present yield of the Damoodah Coal-field at 68,44,000 maunds per 
annum or 241,600 tons of coal. The total exact quantity carried by the 

Railway in the first six months of 1858,amounted to 16,11,967 maunds, 
and in the latter six months of 1858, to 17,04,274 maunds, making a total 

for the year of 33,16,211 maunds or 120,591 tons. 

It thus appears that about one-half finds its way to Calcutta by the Railway, 

the other half is disposed of as follows : part to Calcutta in boats by the river 
Damoodah ; part sent to the Beerbhoom districts of the Railway, for brick 
burning and other purposes, and some used in the Locomotives, and for 

brick and lime burning ;and a large portion annually accumulated on the 
banks of the river Damoodah, waiting for a favorable season for 

transmission by boats to market.The total brought to Calcutta, in 1850,was 
about 22 lakhs or 80,000 tons, it thus appears that the amount has been 
tripled in 9 years.  
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A satisfactory result, but not an unexpected one, as to the amount of coal 
produced; the only unsatisfactory circumstance being, that the whole is not 

carried on the Railway as it ought to be. On the third point adverted to, viz 
the probable future demand, it is difficult to arrive at any but the most 
general results, nor is it necessary to attempt any analysis, as the rapidly 

increasing demand is admitted on all hands.  

The extension of the East Indian Railway to Rajmahal and towards the North 
West will soon cause a demand for 5 times its present consumption ; then 
the demands of the " Eastern of Bengal" and the " Mutla" Companies for 

brick-burning and other purposes connected with construction, and 
permanently for fuel for the locomotive and other engines ; then the 
increasing demands of the steamers navigating the Hooghly down wards and 

upwards, will, I think, make an estimate of ten times the present traffic in 
coal appear not too great to contemplate in the course of a few years.  

There would not be any difficulty in conveying along the line ten times the 
present amount of coal, assuming that we have a sufficient number of 

locomotive engines and coal waggons, and also a sufficiency of coal straits 
for shipping into the native boats, or depots along the river banks near 
Calcutta. 

The present terminus at Raneegunge is not far within the eastern limit of 

the Damoodah Coal-fields, and the facts above stated make it obvious that 
an extension westwards, at least to the river Barrakur, would be a sound 
and profitable undertaking, by intercepting the large quantity which still 

finds its way to market by the Damoodah, and by accommodating the large 
coal traffic at present carried on by carts tediously and expensively, from the 
pits in the west to the Raneegunge station. Also by opening up the collieries 

at and on the west side of the river Barrakur now almost shut out from any 
market ; but of which the coal is of excellent quality. 

Singareon Branch 

Assuming then that the advantages of an extension of the present line will 
be admitted I will first advert to a Branch line up the valley of the river 
Singareon, of which the plan, section and estimate accompany this report. 

 

I propose to double the line from the present Undid station to the 115th 
mile, a distance of 2 miles, and thence diverge to the north, going close to 

the new Baboosole Colliery belonging to the Bengal Coal Company; cross the 
trunk road near the Buktanuggur dak bungalow ; thence nearly straight to 
and past Mungulpore Colliery of Messrs. Erskine and Company ;thence on 

through several new Collieries opened, or preparing for being opened, up to 
the workings of the " East Indian Coal Company" at Toposi ; and on to the 

Chowkedangah Colliery where I propose that the branch should 
terminate.The section shows that the gradients are extremely favorable and 
the works light. 

The total estimate is Rupees 356,651.The estimate is made out as for a 
single line, but there must be so many sidings, and as the land is not 

valuable, I  think land sufficient for a double line should be taken for the 
whole distance.  
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The works on this branch are so simple that it will he unnecessary here to 
go into further details; I shall only remark, that if it be determined to carry 

the work into effect, an early commencement might be made even before the 
land plans are matured, because the land owners being also the coal 

proprietors are the parties who would be immediately benefited and would, 
as I understand, offer no obstruction but on the contrary render every 
assistance. Considering the benefits they will derive from the branch, they 

ought to give over the land on the most favourable terms. The whole work 
could be done in 9 months from the date of commencement. 

The present yield of the Collieries in the valley of the Singareon is more than 
would suffice for one train a day. The section shows Chowkedangah Colliery 

to be 338 feet above Howrah Dock Bill, or 310 feet above the level of the rails 
at Howrah Station. Extension to the River Barrakur. 

Trial sections have been taken on three lines, hut the one which Mr. 
Turnbull recommends is called the " Nooneah Line."It leaves the present line 
a little to the west of the Raneegunge station, goes between the Raneegunge 

and the Searsole Collieries, and about a mile to the west of the river 
Nooneah it bends to the north west, crosses the Trunk road near the 

suspension bridge, and maintains nearly a straight course between the 
Trunk road and the Nooneah river for about 7 miles, passing near Mr. 
Jackson's Collieries, and so onwards in a good general direction to the river 

Barrakur, bending to the south at its approach to that river and having a 
station near the present crossing of the Barrakur. The estimate of this line 
amounts to Rupees 15,31,7-10-0-0.Distance from Raneegunge to the river 

Barrakur 22 miles 316 yards, estimate per mile £6,898. 
 

The balance, as regards cost, is in favour of the Nooneah line; but the 
reason for which I would recommend its adoption is, that of the three Hues 
under discussion, it affords the greatest accommodation to the Coal Traffic. 

That is to say, that it affords the greatest accommodation to the greatest 
number of collieries. The main body of the coal lies nearest to the line which 

I have recommended. The sections are all taken, or extended across the river 
Barrakur and up to a point on the Grand Trunk Road at Neershah for 
comparison, this point is about 8 miles west of the river Barrakur.  
 

Although Neershah is not even at the end of the Coal-field, as defined iu 

Mr.William's map, and although I am informed there is more coal to be 
found to the west-ward, and to the south of the Trunk Road, yet i would not 
recommend any prolongation of the line beyond the river Barrakur at the 

present time, for the following reasons: first, the opening up of the 
Singareon valley and the 22 miles through the heart of the Coal-field, will 
develop such an amount of Coal Traffic as cannot but satisfy the wants of 

Calcutta, its Railways and its steamers for a series of years to come, in fact 
will afford such a supply as need be practically contemplated or looked 

forward to.  

Secondly, because a bridge over the Barrakur, with foundations for a double 

road, and Iron-work for a single road, would cost not less than £60,000, and 
need not, I think, be under taken unless with a view to the further extension 

of the Railway to the west. It is for these reasons that my estimate is only for 
a line up to, but not crossing the Barrakur, and in each case I have 
estimated a station at the Barrakur at l£s.1,00,000. The cost of which is 

included in the mileage rate.  
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The worst gradient between Howrah and Raneegunge is 1 in 264 or 20 feet 
in a mile. On the Nooneah line, here recommended, there is one gradient of 
1 in 180 but as the section is only a trial one, I believe it can be considerably 

improved by closer investigation and searching out the country ; still I doubt 
whether a better than 1 in 200 can be obtained without goiug into heavy 

cuttings, which are most undesirable works in this country. The difficulty to 
surmount is a broad ridge of high land which skirts the river Barrakur on its 
left bank. The station at the river Barrakur would be 400 feet above Howrah 

Dock Sill or 372 feet above the level of the rails at Howrah station, the 
distance would be 1-13 miles.  

I am, dear Sir, 

Your's faithfullv, 

GEOUGE TURNBULL, 

Chief Engineer. 
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